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The purpose of this paper is to investigatelvhy George M. Pullman built 
a company town that provided its inhabitants with living conditions far better 
than those enjoyed by the average worker at the end of the nineteenth century. 
This paper will attempt to show that Pullman acted in conformity with the 
dominant philosophy of his time and even further was in some ways ahead of 
the other industrialists of the period from 1865 to 1900. 
At the time that this paper was conceived it was thought that there 
would be more than enough material to achieve the objective of the author. 
Unfortunately, there was a shortage of material on the early career of Pull-
man and on the Pullman Company. This has meant that there are gaps in the 
first chapter and some events for which there are not adequate explanations. 
More than enough material was found on the town of Pullman and any inadequa-
cies in the last three chapters are solely the responsibility of the author. 
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A Great Industr1al Experiment 
INTRODUCTION 
The period of American history following the Civil War until roughly 
1900 has been labeled the tlGUded Age, II the age of the Itrobber barons, II or 
the age of "the triumph of industry" by various students of American history: 
None of the labels is entirely suitable. It was a "Gilded Age" for only a 
few. The bulk of the American people had a standard of living that bordered 
on poverty. Yet the few who enjoyed the comforts of a "gilded It existence 
cannot all be categorized as "robber barem. 1I Certainly there were some 
businessmen vlho were interested only in making money and gaining power, but 
most were intent on building a business. They were not wreckers or despoilers 
The methods that these entrepreneurs employed seem criminal today, but during 
the 1870's and 80's these methods were good business practice. Industry 
became the dominant force in the United states, but it did not "triumph. n As 
the businessman began to have a larger and larger voice he generated his own 
opposition, the worker. As the post-Civil war era progressed, the conflict 
between the dominant employer and the struggling employee became violent. 
Prior to the Civil Wa.r few businesses employed so many workers that the 
manager could not get to know at least the older ones. The owner and manager 
were generally the same nan. The employee felt that he had a personal 
interest in the business. He also could hope that, if he were thrifty and 
worked diligently, he would eventually own his own business. As industries 
grew larger the personal relation between worker a.nd manager disappeared. 
There were too many employees for a manager to know. The owner became more 
and more remote as successive layers of managers and foremen were interposed 
between himself and his employees. At the same time, the worker realized 
that, no matter how hard he worked or how much he saved, he would not be able 
to start his own business. The ivorker could not hope to accumulate enough 
capital. 
While the personal relation between manager and worker ivaS disappearing, 
the worker's job was becoming more monotonous. Machinery ,vas making "lOrk 
more and more impersonal. Men worked long hours in dark, dirty buildings at 
repetitive tasks. The disagreeable working conditions of the plants were 
duplicated in the poor housing :!:acilities provided for workers. "Decent 
housing was simply not on the market for the unskilled workers of most cities:' 
The entrepreneur failed to recognize what was happening. 0' ners and 
managers who had been trained to think in numbers no larger than 500 found 
themselves employing thousands of workers. These workers "needed education 
and guidance, but in keeping with laissez faire ideas neither government 
officials nor businessmen were willing to assume the necessary leadership. ,v~ 
One result of the workers' growing dissatisfaction with their condition 
was a change in their attitude toward the businessman. He was no longer 
someone to be emulated but rather an enemy, to be fought. The method of 
warfare that the workers chose "JaS the strike. During the last quarter of 
the nineteenth century there were several strikes that ended in violent riots. 
E;aployers fought back against the strikers, using private detectives 
and "scab" labor to break strikes. Known trouble makers and union organizers 
were blacklisted across whole industries. Few employers sought to strike 
at the root of the problem low wages, poor living conditions and no job 
security. It >vas considered good business practice to let workers go during 
slack periods. Gradually some businessmen began to realize that it paid to 
have capable workers available and to avoid strikes. Entrepreneurs tried 
various methods to lure good workers and to keep them contented. One of the 
most spectacular was George Mortimer Pullman's model town. 
1. Thomas C. Cochran and l-li1liam Miller, _Th::-e-,--~_;.;.....,;;~-=-::--::---:-_--=",::,?,: ___ 
History of Industrial. America. New York: 
p. ~?35. 
I 
THE PULT.MAN COMPANY 
On March 3, 1831, in the small town of Brockton in upstate New York, 
the third of ten children was born to James and 12nily Pullman. Only five 
months before the first regular passenger service on an American railroad 
had been inaugurated on the Charleston and Hamburg Railroad in South 
Ca.rolina. l The two events were connected, for the boy, who was named 
George Mortimer by his parents, devoted most of his life to making the rail-
road -passenger service safer and more comfm"table and, not incidental.1YI to 
making millions of dollars from this labor. George Mortimer Pullman is 
famous as the man ,-rho developed a.nd -,opularized the railroad sleeping car. 
He is so closely associated with this invention that it bears his name. But 
the sleeping car ~~s not the only innovation that George Pullman introduced 
to the United States. The period from 1870 to 1900 was one of great labor 
upheavals in the United states and Pullman attempted to provide a solution 
for these troubles. His answer was a company t01m, but not such a company 
town as had previously been seen in the United States. 
Pullman's town .v.aa much broader in scope than anything that had arisen 
in America. It provided for all of the 1-1SJ1ts of the inhabitants. It was 
designed as the perfect industrial community. Jl~d yet it failed, and because 
the town failed it is no longer remembered except as the occasion for another 
of the disastrous labor explosions that it was designed to prevent. 
The life of George Mortimer Pullman was not typical of the lives of 
the industrialists of the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Rather, 
it calls to mind the fa.m11iar Horatio Alger myth. The majority of the 
business leaders of the "Gilded Age" came from upper or middle class families 
and received a goOd education. Few .-lere self-made men.·~ Pullman came from 
a family that ',JaB never Hell off economically and his schooling at the 
Chautauqua County schoolhouse was completed "Then he reached fourteen. His 
first job "ias as a clerk at a. small store in Westfield, NelT York, at a wage 
of forty dollars a year. After three years he became bored Irith the selling 
of dry goods, nails and crackers to the local farmers and he left to work 
for an older brother who had stc"rted a cabinet business in Albion, New York. 
It ,JaS here, according to Pullrran's biographer, that 
He found tha.t his customers generally ,;ere I\rilling to 
pay for the best provided they got the worth of their money. It 
He turned this theory into a philol~:::phy of' life and his every 
act from that time on ivas guided by it. Financial return never 
,"orried him. If the product .JaS the very ~est, he reasoned, 
cash dividends llOuld follow automatically. 
George Pullman was always interested in experimenting with mechanical 
things, a tendency he perhaps had inherited from his father who had made 
his living as a general mechanic. George found enough free time in working 
for his brother tllai; he was able to take outside jobs. In a conversation 
with Dr. Jehn McLean, the Pullman Ccmpany surgeon, in 1881, Pullman rem-
1nisced that the firet of these was building mule barns along the Erie CLnal. 
Then, during the early 1850's, the Erie Canal through Albion was IJ"idened and 
many buildings had to be moved to clear the way- There was more work than 
there 'tvere house movers and the state accepted bids from amateurs to complete 
the work. J~mes PUllman had developed techniques for moving buildings with 
which his son was fa.mi1iar. George bid for and ,vas a1V8.rded several contracts 
and successfully moved a number of houses and warehouses back to the new b'Ulks 
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of the canal. 
Once in the housemoving business, Pullman found it more profitable than 
cabinet making. At this time Chicago was Droubled IVith the sinking of do .... ll-
town buildings into the sand.Y soil and i-t was decided to raise vrhole blocks 
of buildings. Pullman heard. of this and, in 1855, moved to Chicago where he 
c; 
bid on a,np v!aS awarded contracts to raise certain buildings.'" Urban G. Willis 
tutor for the Pullman grandchildren, in one of his manuscripts on George M. 
Pullman, relates the story of pu1]ma.n 1s greatest success as a housemover, 
the raising of the Tremont H use at lAke and Dearborn, one of Chicago's 
leading hotels. Pullman raised this six-soory building without disturbing 
the tenants by pacing thousands of jackscrews in the basement a.nd having 
ea.ch turned one half turn in unison by an a.rmy of workmen hired for that 
purpose.6 With the profit made from these opera.tions George Pullman turned 
to a. new venture which was to be the development of an improved railroad 
sleeping car. 
The pre-Cf vil War sleeping cars were extremely uncomfortable. Bunks 
were bolted to the floor of regular railway cars and there were no partitions 
between the bunks. No sheets or blankets 1.rereprovided for the straw mat-· 
tresses. Men slept 'with their boots on, using their overcoats for blankets. 
Because of the primitiveness of the cars women rarely \JSed them. L.1 later 
years Pullman recalled that he had ridden in one of these cars on a ·trip he 
made between Westfield and BG~talo, New York, in 1853. He found the aCCOID-
modations so uncomfortable that he was unable to sleep and spent the night 
sitting up in the back of the car trying to determine how" it could be im-
proved.1 
Pullman did not enter into the sleeping car business entirely through 
his own initiative. While working in Albion, PllJ]ma.n had become acquainted 
i-l"i tIl Ben Field, :She local assemblyman. Field, among his other duties, pro-
tected the interests of the Woodruff Sleeping Car Company in the New York 
Legislature. The~l"odruff Comp:l.ny rewarded Field for his services by giving 
him the right to run sleeping cars on the Chicago and Alton Railroad with 
which the vJcodruff' Company had a contract. Field i-laS in need of money and 
cr.m:tacted Pul1.ma.n, who had moved to Chicago, hoping to borrow some money 
from him. As collateral for the loan Field proposed that Pullman become 
his partner in running the sleeping cars. According to his agreement lyith 
the W .. oltiluff Company, Field dia not nave to use Woodruff cars on the Chicago 
and Alton. He had the option of furniShing his Q'dll sleeping cars. Pullman 
agreed to loan Field the money on the condition that they provide their own 
8 
sleeping cars. Of the two men, Pu.llma.n became the leader in the partnership. 
Realizing that he would need capable help for his project, Pullman sought 
it among the best mechanics in the Chicago area. This was to become charac-
teristic of Pullman who 1.fould always attempt to have the best possible labor-
era in his employ. He ws advised to get the assistance of Leonard Seibert, 
an expert in woodcraft, who had Ii. shop in BlOomington, Illinois. .Mr. Seibert 
later described the modifications that were made in tW'O coaches of the 
Chicago and Alton Railroads: 
In 1858 Mr. Pullman came to Bloomington and engaged me to 
do the work of remodeling two Chicago and Alton coaches into 
the first sleepling cars. The contract was that M;r'. Pullman 
should make all necessary changes inside of the cars. After 
looking over the ent~passenger car equipment of the road, 
,Ihieh at that time constituted about a dozen cars, we selected 
Coaches No.9 and 19. They vrere forty-four feet long, had flat 
roofs like box cars, single sash windows, of which there ;rere 
fourteen on a side, the glass in each sash being only a little 
over one foot square. The roof ,ras 0)11.1 a trifle over six feet 
from the floor of the car. Into this car we got ten slee~ing 
car sections~ besides a linen locker and two washrooms - one 
at ea.ch end.'.;! 
In this primitive sleeper Pul lman bad a.1.ready incorporated his idea for 
an upper berth. It was suspended by ropes and pulle.rs from iron rods that 
reached from the floor to the ceiling of the car. During the day the bunk 
·"'8.S hoisted up to the ceiling and at night lo"wered for use. The lower berth 
vJaS made from the seats vrhich ivere hinged so that they would fold into it, 
1:; just as the Im,rer berth of a Pullman is made today. G'he cost of each 
coach was between $1,000 and .$,:?,OOG and at their completion, Pullman received 
a contract to remod.el t,,,el ve mO;;7e coaches for the line.il 
Whether I\lllman mornen'tarily lost interest in the lleeping car business 
or felt that he needed more capital before carrying his innovations further 
lIT do 110t knOll, but, in 1859, he left Chicago to take part in the Colorado 
l'J gold rush •.. " He failed to strike it rich in the gold fields, but did suc(;eed 
in compiliag a small forttme by supplying the other miners '¥ith goods. In 
1863, he returned to Chicago .nth $ 0,000 and proceeded to build the first 
real Pullman car.13 
Pullman and Field 1rere still partners and together they took out a 
~tent on the basic change that made Pullmarl cars the most successful sleep-
ins cars in Al'oerica.. This cha11Ee ,vas the hinged upper berth 'Which could be 
used to store beddj,ne;. Pullman and Field patented the hinged upper berth 
in Ai)riJ., 1864. They tool: out an additional patent on the lo~-er berth, 
v;hich I{as made by folding dO;l!l the back of one seat until it joined with 
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the next seat, in SE:ptember, 1865. The first car that incorporated these 
changes "tas built by Pull:man and Field at a cost of $l8~.c)oo to $')0,000 &.nd 
"took almost a. year to 'luild. It lIas named the "Pioneer" .15 
L'rJ. this first car Pullman sholled that his early lessons in the commer-
cial value of the very best had not been forgotten. The nel"1 car \?as much 
more con rtable than the old sleeners and much more orna.te. There Fere 
two bunks to each set of seats, just as in the modern Pullman. ~ch car 
bad a porter who made up the beds in the evening. Another advantage was 
that since the new cars were heavier and more substantial than their prede-
cessors they were safer. In 'I1aming this first car Pul.J.man reflected his 
confidence in the appeal of a product of superior quality, for he added an 
!lAIf to deSignate that this was just the first of man.;r "Pioneel."s. ,,16 
This confidence .. "as almost misplaced :for the railroads ~vere reluctant 
to test the appeal of the IlPioneer" since it \'laS a foot wider and two and 
one-half teet higher than any car then in sel'vice. This meant i twas too 
large for the existing railroad bridges and stations. Pullman was fa.ced 
with the problem of selling his product to the railroads.. In doing this 
Pull:a.vm maa.e ex"l;;ensive use of' publicity and advertising. After the 
aS5asslr.ation of President Lincoln a gl"eat mourning train "was put together 
to carry the President's body from washington to Sprir~ield, IllinoiS, 
where he was to be buried. This train stopped in every town and village 
along the way in order tbat the people could pay a f'inal tribute to the Pres-
ident. Pullman offered his new car to Mrs. Lincoln for part of the trip and 
the offer was accepted.. The IIPloneer" was to be attached to the train at 
Chi~o and make the trip to Springfield. The Chicago, Burlington and Quincy 
Railroad could no"t refuse the request of Mrs. Lincoln to have the "Pioneer" 
attached to the train and cbanged tlJ.e dlmen.siOlls on its bridges and stations 
to accomodate the car. The "Pioneer" was thus exposed to the gaze of many 
of the citizens of Illinois and gained a great dea.l of publicity_ It had 
. alao gained a. line on which it could travel. By 1866, there .rere five 
~ll]man sleepers in opera.tion on the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy.17 
But other railroad companies were still not willing to gi \'"6 the new 
would not use the Pullman slee1)ers, ilreferr1ng instead the older cars at a 
cheaper ?rice. This vas :J1'Obabl,y as much an excuse by the railroad executives 
to save themselves the coat of changing their bridges and stations as fA real 
bellef tbat the pubUc would not accept the Pullan cars. At this ?Oint 
the genius of Pullman showed i teelf • He tull.Y believed that bis cars ;''ere 
the best and tlat people "tould be willing to pay a S0m8N'bAt higher charge 
to use the vert best it He therefore })1'Oposed a test, matching his sleepers 
against the older model on the same train. 
A short tirr.e after th". "Pioneer" bat been introduced on the Chicago, 
BurUngton and Quincy, General Grant, the hero of the North and a close 
personal. Mend of Pllllman, bad l'8quested the use of the car for a tri-p he 
vas tak1ng from Chicago to his home at Galena, nlinois. 'lhis t1D.8 the 
Michigan Central bad found that it ",ould not refuse a prominent public fig-
ure and had made the a1!~~te changes on its equi'l,)ment.18 Pullman nov 
.vent to the president of that line wlth his P.1"OlJOSal tor a tr1al between the 
old and the ne,;. Be 4l'lted a train to be made u.p with both the old sleepers 
and his Pullmans on it. The idea ."''fiB aeee~d and the price for a bunk on 
one of the older sleeping can 'WU set at $1.5°, for a Pullan berth the 
price vae $2 .f)(). Within a fe,; days the Pullmans -were fl11ed and the other 
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cars were ,,;1 thdraw'll from service.. George Pull man bad found his bellef in 
the eommerc1al value of the best Vindicated. He also used the success of 
his cars over the older models as an advertising point to 8ell his care to 
other railroad8. 'l'be Chicago, :Burlington and Quincy and the Miehlsan Can ... 
tral advertised tbat they could provide Pul.l.man sleepers for their r;8ssengers 
and took passenger trafflc a"W&.1' :!"rom their comlletl tore • 
The demand for the new sleepers quickly spread, but before their use 
could become widespread another difficulty had to be surmounted. This was 
the Idde variance in gauge of the many railraads in the United states which 
made it impossible to go any great distance in the same car. The railroads 
of New England had adopted a gauge of four feet, eight and one-half inches 
because thisw-as the gauge that was used in England and the early New 
England railroads used English locomotives. As locomotives were built in 
the United states varying gauges were tried to see which would be the best. 
Southern railroads commonly used a five-foot gauge, although this was not 
exclusi ve. It was in the Midwest that the gauge showed the most variation. 
These differences were partially due to the fact that many early railroads 
were built to obtain a monopoly on the trade of a certain region and the 
railroad did not want 2t to be easy to divert that traffic. For example, 
the Erie Railroad decided on a gauge of six feet so that its cars could 
not be used on any other railroad. 
During the Civil War there was great pressure to standardize the gauge 
in both North and South to make the transportation of men and supplies 
easier. This pressure ,laS answered by many expedients including the use of 
carriages on which the wheels could be placed at varying widths and carriages 
from which the car could easily be lifted by cranes and placed on another 
carriage. After the Civil War it was decided by the Federal Government, 
under the influence of New Englanders, that the first transcontinental rail-
road should have a gauge of four feet, eight and one-half inches. Gradually 
all of the railroads of the United States adopted this gauge .:0 
In 1867, the Great Western Railroad became the first to standardize 
its gauge for the Chicago to New York run. To celebrate this an excursion 
,,'as planned between the two cities and the new"est Pullman car, the "Western 
World l1 , was chartered for the train. This was an hotel car, a car with a 
kitchen at one end. The train left Chicago on January 8, and arrived in 
'1 New Y,.rk on January 14, occasionally reaching speeds of 40 miles an hour. 
This excuriion is an example of Pullman's use of nineteenth century promotion 
techniques. The accounts of the trip in the newspapers devoted a great deal 
of space to the beauty a.nd luxury of the Pullman car. It was all free 
advertising and worth millions of dollars. Those railroads which did not 
have Pullman cars 1I.uickly tried to get them. 
With the reputation of the Pullman car for comfort and luxury safely 
established the Pullman Cmpany set about expanding. In 1867, Pullman cars 
;;ere operating on four railroads 1 the Michigan Central, Great Western, New 
Yurk Central, and the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy. Pullman cars were not 
sold to the railroads. The railroads had to contract for them and Pullman 
lu::rpt complete control, even supplying his own employees to operate them. 
All other sleeping car companies followed the policy of leasing cars rather 
than selling them. As a result of long term leases some sleeping car manu-
facturers ,lere able to stay in business long after the Pullman cars were 
generally accepted as the best. The leading competitors of the Pullman 
Company were the Ga tea Sleeping Car Company, the Mann Boudoir Company, the 
Woodruff Sleeping Cd-r Company, the Flower Sleeping Car Comp:tny, and the 
wagner Sleeping Car Company_ Although Woodruff had been in the field before 
Pullman, the Pullmn Company was the leader by 1867. 
Pill ]ma.n was fortunate in that his first major expansion brought him 
into contact with a man whose major interests lay outside the area of rail-
roading, Andrew carnegie. Carnegie was at that time superintendent of the 
Pennsylvania Railroad and had organized the Central Transportation Company 
to produce sleeping cars. Both he and Pullrran ~;anted to obtain the contract 
for the soon-to-be-completed Union Pacific Railroad. The two men were in-
vited to present their bids in person and C"l'negie, as he was leaving the 
room, met Pull.man, who was about to enter. Carnegie proposed that rather 
than compete they join forces to obtain the contract. PuJJ.man accepted 
and, as a result, the Pullman Palace Car Company, with Pullman and C ,rnegie 
)l"; 
as chief stockholders, .. ras incorporated in 1867.'- In 1869, when the Union 
P~cific met the Central Pacific at Ogsen, Utah, Pullman cars were on the 
train. 
The merger with Carnegie, who used his stock to basJ:k his move into 
the steel industry,-'3 had even more benefits for Pullman. Carnegie was 
quite pleased .. lith the business ability of Pullman and, after the forma-
tion of the PuJ.lman Pala.:::e C:a.r Company, he urged the complete consolidation 
of the Central Transportation Company vli th the Pullman interests. This 
was accomplished and Pullman acquired the contract for the Pennsylvania 
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trunk line to the Atlantic seaboard. 
Getting the contract to run sleepers on the Union Pacific gave 
Pullman a tremendous propaganda edge on the other cappanies that produced 
sleeping cars. He again received a great deal of news paper coverage and 
people started to ride on lines that used Pullrran cars. To promote this 
publicity to the utmost PlllJ..man arranged for another tour. This one would 
be coast to coast, from Beston to San Francisco. In May, 1870, the members 
of the Beston Bc,ard of Trade left on the first through train from Boston 
to the West Ccast. The train Vl88 made up primarily of Pullman sleepers 
and one of the ne;-; dining cars that Pullman had introduced in 1868. Even 
the menu that was served as printed in the newspapers. ')5 Pu.llma.n was again 
demonstrating his theory of the value of the very best. 
Using his control of patents, new developments in cars such as the 
dining car, and making maximum use of publicity, Pullman gn.dually squeezed 
his competitors out of existence. The Woodt'uff Company and the Mann Boudoir 
Company operated at a disadvantage because of the design of their cars. 
The Mimn cars had their berths placed across the car rather than parallel 
with the sides. This allowed greater privacy to the passengers, but meant 
that the cars could contain less than half the berths that the Pill lmans 
~ . 
could. . The Woodruff cars had their berths along the s i4es of the car 
but had fevrer berths than the Pullman cars. Neither COlllpmy was a.ble to 
take in as much money as PW.lman could, due to this disadvantage .)'( In 
1889, the two companies combined as the Union Palace Car Cc,mpany and the 
sa.me year Pull ma.n bought the ccmllined company. ,.,8 
The Flower Sleeping Car Company operated entirely on a few small lines 
in New Jngland and was never a threat to Pullman. In these cars the berths 
were placed next to each other up the center of the car. This enabled them 
to be made into double berths. 9 
The most stubborn of Pullman I S competitors was the Wagner Sleeping 
Car Clompany which had the backing of Commodore Vanderbilt and an exclusive 
contract to supply sleepers for all of the lines that the Ccmmodore con-
trolled. Wagner had started on his ow.npo11cy of consolidation in 1~9, 
when he absorbed the Gates Sleeping Car Company, headed by G. B. Gates, 
manager of the lAke Shore Railroad. The Gates Company had been one of the 
earliest in the field after Pullman and, just before being taken over by 
Wagner, the Gates t ca.rs had replaced Pullman's on the New York Central. 
This happened when V.mderbUt was allowed to merge the Hudson River Railroad 
with the New York Central to form the New York Central System. 
In 1875, Pllll nan rented certain of his patents to the wagner Cc:mpe.ny 
and then sa.'" lvagner cars replace his on the Michigan Central when VanderbU t 
purchased that railroad. 31 PuJ lnan retaliated bY' bringing suit against 
Wagner for infringement of certain basic patent rights and hiring Rcscoe 
Conkling, Senator from New York, to represent him. 3:< This began lit. long 
series of suits between the two companies. In January, 1880, lit. Chicago 
newspaper reported that a merger between the two companies was near, 33 
but in June Pullman started another suit.34 
The final suit between Pal] man and Wagner started in 1881 over the 
vestibule. A c:onnecting vestibule between 1llssenger cars had been inveBted 
bY' John Sessions, a Pullman employee I and was patented bY' Pul.lman in 1881.35 
wagner bad immediately copied this invention and Pullman sued the wagner 
Com-pa.ny for $1,000,000 in damages. A decision was given in favor of Pullman 
by a United states Circuit Court in 1889. 'Wagner still had his contract 
with Vanderbilt lines which enabled him to sta.r in business until the late 
1890' s, when his compan.r was absorbed by the Pullman Company and the last 
of the competition bad disappeared. 36 Perhaps Andrew Carnegie summed 
up th.is phase of George Pullman's career the best when he said, "Pullman 
monopolized everything. It was well that it should be so. The man bad 
arisen who could manage and the tools belonged to him.,,37 
There were complaints about this monopoly that Pull.man was building. 
One of the earliest was an article that was carried in the st. Louis Daily 
Democrat on February 28, 1873, which stated, "'l'he Pullman palace-sleeping-
car [sic] business is, as our readers are aware, one of the most grasping 
and gigantic monopolies that exists in the present age It • This was not the 
prevailing opinion, however, and most periodicals looked upon Pullman as 
a public benefactor. Only in the South ;,{as there ever any strong resent-
ment against the Pullman dominance and this was short lived. T.l'>..e resentment 
was a result of Pullman's compliance with the Civil Rights Bill of 1875. 
At the end of the Civil Hal' the South had been one of the most fertile 
grounds for the expansion of the Pullman Pa.lace Car Compa.ny. Sleeping 
cars ha.d been almost unknown in the South be:'cre a.nd during the wa.r so 
there were no competitors ,{hen Pn]] man moved in. 38 As early as 1866, even 
before his commination with Carnegie, Pullma.n made his first moves into 
the South. His ally- in this ventu......-e • .;as Hannibal I. Kimball, a ca.rpet-
bagger from Connecticut, who vlaS a close friend of Rufus Bullock, the 
Reconstruction Governor of Georgie.. Kimball became the president of 'fJJIij;iLY 
:railroads in Georgia. and natura.lly Pullman cars were used on these rail-
roads .39 
Pullman abided by- the state laws that required se&regation of the races 
on railroad trains until the 1875 lat:. 'l'b.en Pullma.n ordered his superin-
tendents to alio", people to purcbase tickets regardless of race.. In the 
North he was applauded: 
One thing 1:::: certain: if any man can give t.."'le Civil 
Rights law praetical opinion, PlJI.,IMAN is the man. Besides, 
he is a warm personal friend of President Grant, and it is 
more likely that the move gets its inspiration, or at least 
encouragement, from the Executive. Between the two it will 40 
be very apt to go through, for both are "very obst1nate men." 
In the South there was a strong reaetion ~inst the use of the 
sleeping cars: 
We got along vvithout sleeping cars in the olden times, 
and we can do it again. Let every .... -hite person avoid Pullman's 
sleeping cars and surrender them to the exclusive occupancy 
of the negroes [sic]. We shall see who will get tired first! 
the white people or the Pullman Sleeping Car Company- [sie].4 
Pullman did not 11I:l.intain his support of the Civil Rights Bill, for with 
the end of Reconstruction, Negroes in the South were again barred from riding 
on Pullmans with whites except as porters and the Pullman cars became the 
most popular sleeping cars in the South, as they Ilere throughout the nation. 
As evidence of this popularity the Chicago, st. Louis and New Orleans, one 
of the South's leading railroads, contracted for Pullman cars in 1878, soon 
4,") 
after the Louisiana Reconstruction government was forced out. -
PulllllfJ,n does not appear very "obstinate" in his support of the Civil 
Rights Bill. The Chicago Post and Mail's reference to Pullman's friendship 
with Grant provides a possible clue to lila behavior. Pullman and Grant were 
good friends and Grant and his family often visited ',fith the Pullman family 
at Pullman' a summer home in the Thousand Islands. 43 Grant "laa engaged at 
this time in a struggle to hold several of the Southern states in the Repub-
lican Party and was courting the votes of the Negroes. Any help that a 
leading industrialist like Pullman could give would be greatly appreciated. 
Pullman, ;,ho was also a staunch Republican, would naturally like to see the 
Republican Party stay in power. He had very little to worry about in giving 
this help. No competing sleeping car company had been able to develop in 
the South after the Civil War and he knew that he could not lose any business 
permanently_ 
By 1880, George Me,rtimer Pullman ,vas 49 years old and a millionaire. 
He had seen his early confidence in the commertial value of the best sup-
ported by public opinion. His sleeping cars Vlere ",idely recognized as the 
best and Pullman did everything possible to see that they kept this pre-
eminence. Pullman bad introduced new cars such as the restauraJ1t car, dining 
car and parlor car to hold his position. He incorporated all the newest 
inventions like the air brake into his cars and went further, having his 
If the basic patents on these cars and inventions and bad made use of news-
pa pers in advertising his cars. In all of this Pullnan bad shoro a tendenc.r 
to be an innovator and experimenter. He 4S a tnan,1ho,;as al''Il11'S"rilling to 
44 tr.r nevi ideas and develot,Dents. 
Pullman had other characteristics that helped to make him a successful 
businessman. It d8swell movm that he ,las an extremely stubborn 11IiIUl. This 
stubborness showed itself in his lang f'igh't .:ith the tilgner Sleeping Car 
Compau.r. It :,[88 also evident in his relations ",i th his "orlter:s during the 
Pullman strike. This etubborness abrats made Pullman a dangerous adversary. 
Lo,Yal ty to f'amil.r and friends .. as another of Pullman I 8 t:ra.i ts • T-wo of his 
brothers \781"8 executives in the Pll1lman Cumpany and Pullmau alW'&.'(S naintained 
the closest relations \11th his family.45 John Sesaions,Jho had started 
out as a. mechanic I ended up as the superintendent of the plant at Pu.llman 
Illinois. But to most of his etrl"plo.vees Pullman ,!as inaccessible. He lived 
,;ith his .,ife and family in Chicago at 18th and Prairie, near the home of 
his friend Philip Armour .1t6Pullm&n was rarely found at any of his plants 
except .fhe:n he '..as Sh04ing them to some group. 
Pullman presents a. picture that fits ,iell into the stereotype of the 
"robber baron" at this point. Be las a monopolist ,fho"as crushing out all 
compet1 tiOl}. Be vas allied with other "robber barons." But he Aas not a 
Jal' Gould. Pull1J'l&n 'illS no destro.Y'E!r; he abays tried to produce the best 
possible product and build an industrl'. He was a poor bOy.lho made quite 
good.47 Pullman had sho;cJn at this stage in his life nothing that ;fas unique. 
He bad dominated an industrY' and made millions of dollars, but so had others. 
Be had carved out ~ place for hiaPelf in Oal· industriAl 'is~?r.r just as 
Ruckefeller of Ca.I'negie had, but he did not attem!;>t to 10rm a ph11oso[)hl' 
of business as Carnegie did, he did not develop nel forms of bUSiness 
organization a.s Rockefeller did. Then, in 1880, Pullman started on his 
biggest experiment. It ;{ould occupy the rest of his life and provide him 
wi th his own niche in the history of the United sta. teB • 
This new experinent would reflect Pullman's character. It would be 
an at6mmpt to provide the very best accomodations for workers. The best 
accomodations should attract the best workers and the best workers would 
give the Pullman Company the best product. Pullman fS belief in the vaJ.ue 
of the best was still being shown. These workers 1-I'Ould not be lost because 
Pullman would supply them with unmatched working and living conditions. 
And if any difficulties should arise Pullman would pursue his object with 
the same stubborness that he showed in his relationg with the Wagner Company. 
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THE STAR'!' OF THE GREAT EXPERIMENT 
In 1880, Pullman bad shops in St. Louis, Detroit, Wilmington, Delaware, 
and Elmira, New Yurko The Detroit shop was engaged in manufacturing new 
cars while the other three were mainly involved in repair work. The ex-
pansion of the Pullman business between 1867 and 1880, required a new plant. 
Pullman had also decided to branch out and to start building ereight cars 
1 
which would require new shons. But Pullman bad much more on his mind than 
) just a new plant. He had determined to build a new town. ,-
This town was to be Pullman fS answer to the labor upheavals of the nine-
teenth century. A brochure published by the Company for distribution at the 
Columbian Exposition attaohed great importance to this decision. Its 
realization in the town of Pullman was intended to establish Pill] man's place 
in American industria.l histll'JrY. It would help the workers by providing 
decent living conditions and management by a.ttracting workers of the highest 
qua.lity.3 
George .N. Pullman was faced with a problem common to all manufacturers, 
attracting the "quality" worker. All of his previous business experience 
emphasized the value of the best and Pullman realized that the best workers 
~lould produce the best product. As his business expanded Pullman required 
more and more of these men. The common -praotice of entrepreneurs during 
the nineteenth oentUJ''Y was to hire workers at fair wages during good times 
and to let them go or cut their wages during periods o' Jusiness inactivity. 4-
PuJ 1 man did not intend to change this prevailing concept. He needed some-
thin besides job security to influence the "best" "oren to work for him. 
Pullman's answer was a company town, a twwn that would provide accomodations 
superior to any that a worker could then find elsewhere. During periods 
of' high employment and high wages the town would attract workers. During 
periods of low wages the workers would be encouraged t, stay on because of 
the quality of the living conditions. 
It is impossible to determine where Pullman got the idea for building 
a model town. The most famous experiment of this sort in 1880, was the 
town of Saltaire in England. '!'his was a factory eommunity built by Sir Titus 
Salt for his textile workers. 8.ilta,ire bad been well publicized and f>11l1man 
surely' must have been aware of it. In 1880, Pullman bad just returned from 
a European trip which included a visit to England. There is no reeord of 
his having visited SJ.ltaire, but it was possible that he did. There were 
similar! ties between Sal ta,ire and Pullman' s town. 5 
A model town would have many attraetions for the average laborer of 
1880. Without modern means of transportation, workers had to live close 
to their jobs. This lIEant that any large factory that was not located in a 
town soon had a tow grow up around it. These t9\!mS were prim! ti ve and 
factory owners were quick to see that building towns for their employees 
could be profitable. It would be -possible to TJliY the workers in food and 
lodging instead of money. By 1830, two types of towns had been developed, 
the Rhode Island and the W<;l.ltham. In the Rhode Island system, tenements 
were provided for families to 1i va in. These tenements were dreary and 
insuffiCiently lighted and ventilated. Plumbing facilities were nonexistent 
and there often was no pure water supply_ Under the waltham system, the 
workers, usually young women, lived in boarding houses. These boarding houses 
I-lere well regulated but the living conditions were no better than under the 
Rhode Island system. As the centuryprcgressed, the conditions seem to 
:nave worsened rather than improved.1 
The conditions in the cities I(ere generally ';forse than in the factory 
towns. People were forced to live in filthy basements where there was no 
nlumbing and frequently 110 "irindows. After a storm flooded floors were common. 
Even if a. famil¥' was fortunate enough to obtain an apartment above ground, 
the¥, were crowded into a small space so that there were often eight to ten 
persons to a room.9 These were the conditions that George Pullman hoped 
to remedy with his model town. 
While George Pll1lma.nplanned to construct a huge industrial complex, 
he did not propose to fAlY more for it than he had to. Wi th typical care-
fulness, he kept all of his plans secret until he had purchased the land 
at the lowest possible price. Pullman even attempted to misdirect those 
who hoped to speculate on the land he wanted. He looked atposaible sites 
aU over the Mid\v-esJc;, planting storlles a.bout a. number of them. F(,r awhile 
10 st. Louis was thought to be the place. B¥, 1880, it was known that the plant 
i.-ould 8e 119 :til the Chicago area, but Pullman had led people to believe that 
it would be to the west of the city, possibly- in Aurora.ll Actually, Pullman 
planned to build south of Chicago, but he had done such a good job of camou-
flage that just two months before the official announcement of the site, 
the Chicago Times carried a story- stating: 
This THE TIMES cannot answer definitely, but it is in a 
position to make a shrewd guess, and can state with positiveness, 
on the personal a.ssurance of Mr. A. B. Pullman [brother of George 
Pullman and Genedl ~nager of the company-], that the prize will 
not go to &uth Chicago, nor an.vwhere in that southern region.1'2 
~lll'man almost failed to keep his secret thanks to clever detective 
work by Fredrick C,;ok, the head of the real estate department of the 
8 
Chicago Times. Cook had his suspicions aroused when Pull.man visited ever.r 
-
area. around Chicago except the tar south side. The reporter noticed that 
some men he knew to have previously associated with Pullman were buying 
propert.r around Lake Calumet. One day he confronted Pul.l.man with his 
suspicion. 
It was a.lwa.rs a pleasure to 1nterviev{ Mr. Pullman, for he 
had a way of making IOu feel at ease, and I entered heartily 
into the humor of his jocula.rity. But, a.s in a bantering way, 
I let out link after link of my chain of evidence, he became 
more and more serious, and fin&lly --- without COnmdt:h1g himself', 
however --- took the ground that even if true, in vt.w of the 
importa.nce of their plans, no paper baYing the good of Chicago 
at heart ought b.r premature publication to int~rfere with them ••• , 
6n the other hand, if I;;itbheld publication, he promised that 
I c,hould have the matter exclusivel.r •••• 
Cook asked his editor if this arrangement would be agreeable and the 
editor, who owned property on the south side and hoped to profit from a 
general improvement of the area, ag:reed.13 
Up to two weeks before the publication of the choice, PuJJman con-
tinued his plan of misdirection by visiting Hinsdale, Illinois, as a possible 
choice .14 Finally, on April ;~, 1880, Pullnan made the official announce-
ment that the plant would go up in the southern part of the village of H3'de 
Park which lay just south of Chicago.15 
In selecting the site for his town and new plant, George Pullman showed 
muc~ of the foresight that bad enabled him to build his sleeping car empire. 
To carry out his plans, Pullman bad purchased 4,500 acres in the Iake 
Calumet area. and had set aside 500 for the town and factory site. The rest 
16 
was saved for future expansion. Pullman planned an industrial development 
that would fit in with his theory of the commercial value of quality_ His 
town would be the best that could be built and it would -pay, pay in many 
ways. 
The location of the town itselI' was picked with an eye towards the 
future possibUities for expansion of the whole area. Pullman believed that 
the region would eventually become the greatest manufacturing district in 
the United States. He told John Mc:Lean, the com:pany surgeon, that Lake Ca.lu-
met would make an "unexcelled" port, giving an all-water route for the iron 
of Minnesota. and northern Michigan to be brought to his plant. The grea.t 
coal fields of southern nlinois were near, providing tuel for the factories 
and, finally, Chicago was the logical railroad center for the na.tion,17 
ensuring easy distribution of products. In all this he forecast accurately, 
a.s the area. between Chicago and Gary shows today. Pullman t s belief in the 
future development of Like Calumet lasted for the rest of his life and 'W8.S 
restated in the pamphlet pre-pared. by the Pul lma.n Ccmpany for the Chicago 
Fair of 1893: "It is only a matter of a. short time when LJ.ke Ca.lumet, 
along which the Pullman land st~bes for miles, will become an ins ide 
harbor. ,,18 
Lake Calumet figured in Pullman fS plans as more than a future port. 
The clay that Ill/:t.de up the shore and bottom of the lake was ideal for the 
making of bricks which would be used to construct the factories and houses 
1'"' 
of the town.;' A dual. tcrPose would be8!rved, as the clay wa6 dredged, the 
lake would be deepened and slips for the future port would be excavated. 
W;;.1ter gas, to be used 1::>r the illumination of the shops and dl~llings, could 
"-'0 be manufactured on the shore of the lake. ,- Ice could be cut from the lake 
~)l 
in the winter.-
Another, and perhaps even more important, advantage of the L-tke Cllumet 
area. was that as it developed, other manufacturing enterprises would settle 
there. These, of course I would have to buy or rent land from Pullman and 
liould indirectly come under his control. McLean believed that this was the 
reason for the purchase of the extra 4,000 acres and that Pullman planned 
eventually a large industrial community, constructed in harmony fI1 th his 
-) :1 
model city.'-- This was one hope which Mr. Pullman never saw rea.lized. 
In fact, ~lllman'8 actions probably did more to keep other enterprises 
out, than to attract them. One such company that did locate a.t Pullman was 
the Allen Paper Car Wheel Company. This company manufacturei the8ls for 
locomotives and railroad cars by a new method using wood pulp that was 
placed in forms under h,ydraulic pressure. The pulp became a.s hard as 
granite and was sheathed in steal bands and faced with iron plates. Wheels 
made in this manner were suppoeed to last longer than Solid steel wheels, 
but the method has now been abandoned. The Allen Company did most of its 
business with Pullman and was absorbed by the Pullman Company.23 This was 
the experience of the other companies that settled in PuJ.lman and, according 
to Dr. McLean, a.fter a few instances of absorption, no other firms decided 
24 to locate there. 
It is obvious that ~ll]me.n bad investigated aU the possible advantages 
of the wke Calumet area. before picking it fan- the town site. The same 
planning that had gone into picking the location was shown in the actual 
construction of the town. ~ll.lman hired two men who had previOUSly done work 
for him to plan the town. One, Nathan F. Barrett, a landscape engineer, 
had laid out the grounds for ~l) 1 man IS estate at Elberton, New Jersey. 
The other, Spencer S. Beman, an architect, had been recommended by Barrett 
and bad designed the house on the Elberton estate. Pullman was thoroughly 
impressed with the work of both men and when he decided to build his town 
he asked Beman to do the designs for the buUdings and Barrett the landscaping 
for the town. These two men hired their own crew of architects and draftsmen 
and proceeded to draw up the plans. One of these draftsmen has left us an 
account of what BeIlBll and Barrett hoped to 'produce: 
There was no attempt in Pullman to produce sophisticated 
architecture but, rather, to bulld buildings including shops 
and dwellings where human beings could work in comfort and rest 
in bodily enjo.vment and spiritual content. [sic] If the ele-
ments of style consist in honest construction, adaptation to purpose, 
appeal to comfort, and the unostentatious application of the 
principles of good taste including harmony and unity, then not 
only the buUdings but the town as well were bathed in an essence 
of style .<5 
This quote exPlains very- well Pullman's idea of' what his town should 
be. It was to be functional and to serve certain definite purposes. It 
was not planned as a sub-division is today, to be beautiful, but rather 
to be adaptable to Pullman's objectives. still, the town was attractive 
and, in 1881, when the town was ready f'or occupan,(!'Y, Pullman ramark.ed to 
Dr. McLean that ''beauty has an intrinsic value." McLean thought that 
'}6 
"this was his central idea in working out the plans for the town of Pullman. Itc-
Construction started on May ;,;::6, 1880, and progressed rapidly. 27 M:>st 
of the buUdings were of' brick. By 1892, 1717 of them had been constructed. 
All of' these houses bad tront and back yards with a wood and coal shed for 
each. Most of the buildings were two stlilries high. These contained two 
f'lats, having from two to four rooms and renting for from aix to nine dollars 
a month. There were, in addition, large tenements in which the apartments 
were of five rooms with a basement and separate entrances for each. These 
rent41d for from $14 to $16 per month. Finally, there were Single houses 
")8 
whose rents varied from two dollars a day to $5,000 a 1ffIlr.-
All of the brick houses were furnished with water, gas, and sewage 
facilities and all had basements. A few of the more expensive dwellings 
had bath tubs and were heated by steam.:29 These were items that most 
I""" 
laborers I homes lacked at that time. Perhaps the most note,.,orthy features 
of the town were the measures taken to promote sanitation. All of the brick 
houses had complete sewage facilities. The sewage pipes were deep enough 
to pass under all of the surface drains which carried rain water to Lake 
Calumet. The sewage was carried to a large cistern at one end of the town 
and there pumped to a farm three miles away and used as fertilizer. This 
sewage farm v,'8.S considered one of the landmarks of the town. It was one 
hundred and forty acres in size. Pipes had been laid over the whole area 
for the distribution of the sewage. The organic matter became the fertilizer 
and the eDteSS water w'hich was fUtered by the soil was run off to Lake 
Calumet.30 
The town I s water supply for drinking was purchased from Chicago l-lhich 
got its water from Lake Michigan. 31 Garbage was collected daily at com,-pany 
expense from containers provided by the company. 3:~ All of these sanitation 
facilities, which so many laborerts homes of the 1880's lacked, helped to 
give the town a low death rate of 7 to 14 per thousand, as com"(l&red to 20 
per thousand in Chicago during the period Pull man was independent of Chicago. 33 
Pullman's desire for a beautiful town ,,:;rag reflected in the landscaping 
of the town. The town was laid out in rectangular blocks , with the shops to 
the north of Florence Avenue (now lllth street), the main street, and the 
dwellings and commercial buildings to the south. The more impreSSive 
buildings and the better homes were placed near the train tracks where they 
were immediately visible, as was a small park. The tenements were on the 
east side, farthest from the tracks. Pullman had 30,')00 trees planted, oak, 
elm, maple, and aspen, to beautify the streets and parks. 34 In August, 1881, 
Pu1l.ma.n vrote to his mother: 
The place has improved wonderfully since June and I am sure 
you would be quite delighted to see it. Florence Avenue and all 
the little parks are now quite complete. There are great quan-
ti ties of flowers which with the trees, shrubbery and :f'reah green 
lawns makes a beautiful picture. 
If the Hotel was ready for o§§upancy I think I would prefer 
to stay there instead of Chicago. 
The hotel was one of the -Jor features of the town. It was named after 
Pullms.n I s daughter, Florence" for whom the main thoroughfare "WaS also named. 
The many famous visitors who came to see U. town were lodged there. The 
hotel was located on Florence Avenue ana was just east of the Illinois 
Central station. The hotel was unique in that it contained the only bar 
in the town of Pill Jman ~ 36 
The largest building in the SlW'thern part of the town was the Arcade 
Building which housed many of the businesses which supplied the town fS people 
with their necessities. It was an irregularly shaped building of the local 
red brick with a three-story central portion and a. two story outer ring. 
The whole structure covers nearly an acre of ground. On the first floor 
were the bank, post office" a restaurant and numerous stores. The second 
story contained the library, theater, town offices, halls which were rented 
by various lodges and churches, and offices for doctors and dentists. On 
the third floor were the rooms where the Ml.sons, Odd Fellows, A...'1cient Order 
of United Workmen, and Royal League met. 37 
The Arcade Theater was located over the west entrance of the Arcade and 
had a neating capacity of nearly 1,000. It was decorated in a very ornate 
style '1ith frescoes on the ceiling, dragons in the corners of the ceilings, 
and a drop curtain that was painted as an oriental pavilion. 38 The theater 
was used three or four times a month. The entertainment consisted mainly 
of minstrel shows and touring companies. Also located in the Arcade was the 
PuJ.lnan Library which was established for the use of aU of the inhabitants 
of the town. The library officially opened on April 10" 1883.39 By 189~), 
there were 1,150 volumes in the library and the circulation reached.'O, C)21 
for the year ending July 31, 1892.40 
The town lad one church, a block south of the hotel, whim was a Gothic 
building of green serpentine stone which had been brought from Net] Englal1J. 
It was the only building in the town not built of the native brick. !!.'bere 
was also a school building which was three stories high and equipped with 
the most modern fac1l1 ties of the period .. 41 
The planning that went into the construction of the town of Pullman 
shows tllat George Pullan bad not forgotten the lesson that be bad learned 
in his cabinet-making days.. He bad produced a product of the best quality, 
convinced tllat :it would provide its worth. In this case .. though, Pullman 
was not completely interested in maldng money directly from his investment .. 
The town would prove its worth by attracting workers of the best quality to 
the Pullman enterprises.. Money would be made indirectly through the savings 
in labor costs that the best workers would accomplish. Pullman, of course, 
was thinking in an entirely materialistic vein. Everything bad been pro-
vided for the physical comfort of the employees that the town would attract; 
the spiritual -- as we will see -- was ignored. 
'l'he work of building the town of Pllllrnan was never completed for 
buUdings were added up to the date of its disappearance as an independent 
entity. However, some homes were completed within a year and the first 
inhabitant, E. A. Benson, a practical car builder, moved in, in January 
1881 .. 4.2 In April, the machinery was installed in the car shops and the' 
factory went into operation. 43 
During the next few years, most of the more important buildings were 
finished. In the case of some of the public buildil1gs, PulJ.me.n invited 
noted orators of the iiay to be present at their o:pening6 a.nd to give an 
address. These speeches ,vere always higb.ly complimentar.v to Pullnsn and 
to his town. The first of these was made b.v stewart Wuodford, Congressman 
from New York, who gave the address at the opening of the Pullman Theater 
on Jmuary 9, 1883. In his audience were George M. PulJuan and his family, 
the guest of honor, General Philip Sheridan, militar.v oommander o~ the 
Chicago district, and an imposing list of Cluca.go's leading citizens 
including Judge Lyman ~bull, bLrabaJ.l Field, and John Crerar.44 
According to Representative Woodford: 
Here capital. does not seek to pauperize labor nor does it 
seek to rob it. wbor earns its own pay, pays its own way, and 
respects itself. ~ experiment in " factor.v town where beaut.v, 
books, art, and culture adorn labor and lighten its labors and 
burdens and increases its joys and well being, is a!rea.v an 
accomplished success. But better than material production, 
sweeter than flowers and more beautiful than theater, library 
or school, sha.ll be the manhood that will be developed here.4~ 
He concluded that "It ivaswise to give labor a chance to grow upuard. ,,46 
Representative Woodford was not the only one vrho regarded George Pullman 
as a great benefactor. A few months later, at the opening of the Pullman 
Library, the Reverend David S.ing, a lending Chicago minister, gave an 
address along the same lines. According to Reverend Mr. Swing, the town of 
Pullman provided an answer to the question of the manner in which a man 
should live. He praised Pullman for his intelligent planning and the 
"sel:se of harmony" of the town. But "the materia.l symmetry of this new 
city is only the outward emblem of a moral unity among its 1nha.bitants. 
Unity great enough to hold men together but not strong enough to cram"9 human 
nature in any of its honorabl:e departments." This unitYJas founded on 
industry and work for all. Finall.v, Reverend Sl'ling made the startling 
co.'l.IDlent that tt:l.nduatry -w-1ll al: •. 't'l.$S a~s phUosorb.r &B the basi!! of 
,,;elfVe. m.se 1.a 'the age that bases c1ce:lety Uf)Oll induat,l"Y. ,.47 
lArge &nfl very 1l:ltluent:1al segment ot the J\mer1ea.n populAtion dl.1'r1ne the '0-
caUed "GUdd liti!ll/J". ~G".,;u a group that Md 'been drenebed in the 
\,rit~ tht1.t !;)OUl'Gd forth :f'rr:>m lferbert; ~cer of WJl liwn ~m. Sumner a;..a! 
other :pru~ts of the ttgOG1:.e1 Qf 'w"\lUJ.tb. t! " T.J::e ca~:.!.talicit.,-ac lc,oked upvn 
'01 them u tha ldgbest form ot lMuldlld and the aecumul.ation of trealtb as 
th.e h1.gbelJt object of u.n. !fa tbeae men Ptlllman ~,'W& an 1nnovator who ~ 
added a nGk" d1mena:lon to the tbe01"I" o£ cap:l:tal a.eoUf4Ul.ation. "G1~ 1A'bo2!' 
a el'.ance to srov upward" ~ reap the benefits of a better class ot labol"era. 
~ w~'U ot: PIal man wa cer-..atnlr &n 1n41cat1on of the ' .. 'iedan of the age tor 
it was l:IIlae4 upon 1ndu.sv,y and It appeared s~sf1.ll. George PlJl1mn believed 
that ba bat! aoompl1shed one of bis ohjeetlYeI.h His \>,ror'kere had started to 
apro'N ~veG. Be c~ted, 1n 188.::, tba.t he 't.U "at t1rdt " " * 
sick at lleG.:rt, tt wbIm be sa\li the ~.1 and pool" poeusessl00a of the workers 
,rho t1nt mowd 1111;0 the ... .., buildinp" Six m.ontbe later he was "s:reatJ..r 
enco~ tt to G~e t.b.e~sreaa 'tlwt bad been. wade" "Evidentl.r the.r Wft'e 
str11d.ns to rake tbe1l" homes COl"'reSpond to the1r su.r:round1npJ &neI, it abJ.e 
1;0 do notl'd.na ~ to ~t1f.r tllea, the,y at leut kept tl8Ul Cleaner ana 
planted flowers in their w:1ndo~1S. u48 
Pullman f1&S too lllUCh the c&pital1at to i&nore the poBa1bU1t.r tor 
direct. profit thllt lAy in b1s town. JIis lIOrkers d1d not reee1w their opper-
tw:u:t;.r to 'bet'tier themselves fora. 'blia.rpin rate.. In ftsct, ~ cODmIImtators 
late::' J."fiiWAChe4 t:be conclusion that the town was atrictl¥ a hwd.A.SS ventu.ft, 
the moet 1Il1porta.nt item being tbe etockbolders' return. 49 !he nata tor 
the houses and flats were set originally to provide a six percent return on 
the investment and were never changed.5:> lAter, these rents were to bring 
about the ruin of the experiment and prove both Representative H odford 
and Reverend SWing wrong in their estimation of the tmm. The barll10ny and 
unit.1 tmt they saw never existed. 
P11l1ms.n himself gaw a final. Sllml:l8r.1 4.1£ his reasons for building the 
town in 1894, at the investigation into the causes of the Chioago strike. 
In this defense of his motives some of his personal ph1loso'pb.r became 
ap~nt. First, Pull.mrm wished to establlsh a Itgreat manufacturing business. n 
But this bad to rest on the laborers who ,lerG "the most important element 
':thiah enters into the successful operation of any manufacturing enterprise." 
']!. attraot these \·rorkers, atir:ractive homes were built and "all 'baneful 
influences ",ere excluded. This n'./ould :result .. • • in a tendenc.1 tow-ard 
continued elevation and improvement of the condition not only of the 
working people themselves, but ot their chUd:ren gro>iing up about them. tt 
This for Pullnan showed a llOint of va-,f that was rather advanced for an 
industrialist of the late 1880's and 90's. He recognized that theworkn1m 
\!&S the basis for any successful business and that it was important to 
attract the best 'V,rorlman. He also showed an interest in the families of 
his workmen that certainl.y l1lfAS not coua::m in the late nineteenth oentury. 
But then PullnBn went on to state that: 
The relations of those emplo,yed in the shops are, as to 
the shops, the relations of emplo,yees to employer, and as to 
those of them and others living in the homes, the relatiQnB 
are simply and only the relations of tenant to landlord _,1 
Here Pullman fits the stereotype of the late nineteenth century 
industr1alist. He 'W&S interested in _king as large a lll"Ofit as possible 
and \;las \fUling to exploit his workers I if' necessary, to do this. '!'he 
dichotomy of Pulim3.n's desire to help his workers to better themselves and 
his desire to take large profit from them was never solved. The experiment 
could not survive the conflict bet~·reen these two objects, but it did last 
for thirteen years and for that length of time was an object of interest 
in the United states. 
Pullman did much to further this interest. He was extremely proud 
of all of his accomplishments and regarded his town as his supreme achieve-
mente Many individuals and groups were invtited to visit the town and later 
their favorable comments were given widespread publicity. There undoubtedly 
1·,'a.S more than just pride motivating Pullnan. Every time that the worl. 
"Pullman" 1<.'8.8 printed in a nevrspe.per or magazine the Ptl~l:man cars received 
free publicity. 
Some of the opportunities that were provided for the citizens of the 
to''im of PullIlBn were in the area of athletics. Bicycle races, sailing 
regattas, track meets, and baseball games were regular events in the summer. 
The Pullman Athletic Association was formed by officials of the Pullman 
Company to sponsor competitions that attracted some of the best athletes 
of the day. F. r example, on Sunday, March 11, 1883, the Chicago Herald 
announced that the Athletic Association would sponsor professional sculling 
races on LJ.ke Calumet in June, with prizes tota.ling $;~,300. Besides invi-
tational meets" Pull.ma.n had its own teams, the best of which was the cricket 
team which won the c~pionship of the Chicago Crieaet Association in 1890, 
c::.) 
and compiled a. three-year record of 41-1-:).:>· 
Associated with the Pullman teams was the Pullman Band, made up of 
company employees and supported by proceeds from the theater. Mr. Pullman 
was supposedly .Tilling to hire a. I1Bn for his musica.l ability a.lone .53 The 
band was excellent and provided Pullman with a great deal of publiCity. 
In 1890, it won the Illinois state Fair Band Contest54 and, in 1893, the 
band was invited to play at President Cleveland's inauguration.55 
During the .rears before the strike most periodicals reacted very 
favorably to Pullman's pla.n in their articles about the town. One of 
the most favoralde was Boston 's ~ Christi.!!}, Re6ister, which echoed the 
statements of Reverend Sving and C'ngressman Woodford. Pullman was 
"a growth around a central idea • • • an att;empt to combllne philanthropy 
and business ••• " It was definitely not a charity but an attempt to 
combine good business and good works.56 The Scientific American emphasized 
the advantages to the Pul.lman Ccmpany of a permanent group of laborers 1vho 
\-lOuld be loyal to the compiUly because of the knowledge that it had "::'ith 
a great wisdom and foresight, to leave out the idea. of beneficence, shovlIl 
,,57 a practical cDBSideration for their comfort and happiness • . . 
Not all of the reports were completely approving. The Inter Ocean, 
in 1884, pointed out that everything appeared too mechanical ",ith the build-
ings and streets being laid out in strict geometrical ~tterns and the 
homes all massed together. "And yet one feels that there are fine princi-
ples underlying it; that the scheme is founded uponinse plans; and that 
from a moral and sanitary stanlpoint, the city is an ideal .combtnation of 
work and rest, of capital and labor. ,,58 This article, even while seeing 
weaknesses I could not condemn the tow but instead I'raised the principles 
upon which it was based. Again I . the "wise plans n or I, central idea II seemed 
to fascinate the reporter. The idea of an employer helping his employees 
to a better liih must be good, no matter what means v;ere used to bring 
this about. 
Pullman made use of excursions anc: reports to publicize his town just 
as he had made use of them to publicize his sleeping cars. His most am-
bitious project was the meeting of the state Commissioners of L~bor in 1885. 
The Commissioners held a conventionaat Pullman and 'VTere given the red carpet 
treatment. At -t;he end of their convention they issued a report on the town 
which was generally favorable although note was taken of some problems 
,.,hich could become serious. It is interesting that the chief author of 
this report was Carroll D, Wright" the head of the Massachusetts Bureau 
of Statistics of Labor, viho later headed the COmmission that 1nvesti~ted 
the Pillman Strike of 1894. The object of the investigation" according 
to the Commissioners, vras to supply inforrr.tl.tion about the tmm to the in-
dustrialists of the various states represented.59 
The C, mmissioners started by interviewing several of the families 
that lived in the town. The vTOmen were found to be very happy with their 
surroundings. The cleanliness of the area. was what most impressed these 
women" especially as it made housekeeping so easy.60 The cleanliness was 
also responsible for another pleasing aspect, the good health of the in-
habitants. With only one quarter of the doctors .hat was usual for a town 
of similar size" the death rate was onl.y one quarter of the normal. The 
report stated" "The healthful. conditions !tere are lmequalled by those in 
any city in the world. ,,61 
Since the question of rents had already arisen, the Commissioners 
spent some time looking into them. They decided that the rents were higher 
than would be paid in Chicago or the other parta of Hyde Park. A compari-
son ''18.S made. between the rents in Pul.l.ma.n and th.t.: ~n'tS in the manufacturinB 
areas of Massachusetts and again the rents in PullIran were fOlmd to be 
~igher. In defense of the rents the report oointed out that the inhabi-
tants of Pull.m&n were furnished with sewage and garbage disposal which 
would not be available elsewhere and they paid no taxes to the town for these 
services. The Commissioners stated that I a.lthough it cost at least as much 
to live in Pullman as it would outside the town, the advantages to be found 
6') 
there _de the actual. rent rates much lovl'er. -
'l'he Commissioners f rapor; i~inished with a long discussion of Pul.l.man's 
objectives, how successfully they '~re attained, and the effect of the town 
on its inhabitants t way of life. This section of the report sounds almost 
as if Pul.1.man had written it himself. The Clommissioners found many of the 
original inh9.bitants had been used to living in dirty quarters and this had 
effected their habits. "Their ,?resence in the new city was like So rubbish 
heap in a garden • • • ,,63 These people tiere left to a.bsorb some of the 
good influences of the tOMl and naturally improved their fonner habits after 
a few nmnths there. All this I of course I was the object of George F1l11man, 
whom the re'portpraised in this ... my: 
Beginning at the bottom rung of the ladder and therefore 
familiar with the .ants and aspirations of the workers of 
society, he has risen by the force of his own character and 
genius to his present position; he does not care to leave the 
world a.nd look back u~~on his actions and see that he has only 
offered a glass of water to the sufferer by the wayside, but 
he wiBhes to feel tbat he has furnished a desert with wells of 
living water that all may come and drink through all time. So 
he commenced ,rith the foundati·J,n idea of t"lll'nishing his workmen 
with the model hames, and supplying them with abundant work, 
with good "t!ages, feeling that simi!ly better conditions would64 
m.a.ke better men and his c.ity become a pe~nent benefaction. 
When looking for weaknesses in the experiment the Commissioners could 
see only one, the company ownershi'P of all the homes. This they felt was 
bad and in the future would lead to instability, but they excused it at 
that time because during the early' years of the town they believed that 
the workers would be financially Wla.b1e to bu.r their homes. 65 The report 
concluded, "If the workman at Pullman lives in a "gi1ded cage', we must 
congratulate him on its being so handsomely gilded; the average workman 
does not have his cage gilded. ,,66 
This report showed that, besides the periodicals most iif which were 
favorable to capital and would normally back any of the schemes of the 1ead-
ing industrialists, more neutral and objective observers were also influenced 
favorably by Pullman's experiment. 
The Report of the State CommissiDners of Iabor was not the only report 
on the town of Pullman to be published in 1885. Richard T. Ely, one of 
the leading liberals of the period and Professor of Economics at the 
Uni versi ty of Wisconsin, made his own investigation of the town in that 
.rear. Professor Ely was very much concerned with the state of the working 
class in the United States. He believed that the city, as an institution, 
was failing to provide for the workers. Ely saw a danger to the American 
principles of democracy if reforms were not made, and was looking for any 
new ideas that might improve the City.67 Ely studied the town of Pullman 
with the hope that it might provide at least some ef the answers for reforming 
the city. 
Ely was, like all of the commentators on the town, very impressed with 
its outward appearance. He found the build ings sturdy, clean, well-lighted 
and healthful. The well-kept atmosphere of the town he believed had inf1u-
enced the workers to be neater and cleanlier themee1 ves • Ely expressed 
it as nthe all-pervading air dllft thrift and providence. n68 Thus far, in 
Ely's opinion, Pullman had been successful in providing a better place for 
his workers to dwell than they could otherwise have obtained. He :further 
believed that they would be improved by the experience. 
Ely recognized that George Pullman was unusual in his treatment of 
his employees: 
One of Mr. Pullman I s fundamental ideas i* the commercial 
value of beauty, and this he has endeavored to carry out as 
fai thfully in the tmm which bears his name as in the Pullman 
drawing-room and sleeping cars. He is one of the few men who 
have thought it a paying investment to expend millions for 
the purpose ~f surrounding laborers with objects of beauty 
and comfort. 9 
The Pullman laborers were provided with all of the material comforts that 
it was possible for them to enjoy, especially the women, one of whom Ely 
quotes as saying, "1 just hate the ugly old city. ,,70 
Ely also looked into the question of rents, finding that they were only 
three-fifths of what would be paid for comparable housing in Chicago. He 
could find no one living in the town who had any complaints that the rents 
were too high. But Pullman had still made his profit for Ely estimated that 
the land Pullman had paid less than $200 an acre for in 1880, was worth $5000 
an acre in 1885.71 Ely went on, "We may shrug our shoulders at the phi1an-
thropy which demands a good round sum for everything it offers, but certainly 
it is a great thing to have demonstrated the commercial value of beauty in 
a city of laborers. * r~ 
The Report of the Commissioners of Labor implied that Pullman.had 
achieved his objectives, including the attraction of a permanent group of able 
workers. Ely felt that Pullman had failed in this. According to Ely, both 
workers and supervisors changed constantly and the supervisors played 
favorites in making appointments to the best jobs. The attractive homes 
had not become a bond to hold the workers. Ely stated, tlNobody regards 
Pullman as a real home, and, in fact, it can scarecely be said that there 
are more than temporar residents at Pullman. 1173 
It was not only the difficulty of working under unfair supervisors that 
drove the workers from Pu.llma.n. The comI8ny seemed to be all-pervasive to 
the inhabitants, who regarded it as a huge monopoly_ Further, they believed 
that they were being continually watched by' 3.genta of the company and were 
afraid to speak with strangers about either the company or the town.74 
In drawing his conclusions, Ely was not satisfied with the town of 
Pul.lman as a possible answer to the problems of the city. He found that 
the organization of the town was almost feudal and certainly did not conform 
to American ideas of democracy and freedom. Ely believed that the town 'a 
purpose was to make the workers happy and contented, but that the company 
decided the conditions of happiness. This was his major objection and he 
pointed out that it was also the inhabitants' major objection to the town. 
While the town was a success economically and even artistically, it was a 
failure from a social standpoint for the workers were not happy and did not 
remain in the town. Ely called the town a partial success. He did not 
think that it was worthy of imitation. What George Pullman had done was to 
provide a partial answer to the question of how the wealthy could 4lstribute 
their wealth among the workers who had created it. The town itself was good, 
the way in which it was administered was bad. 
The general interest that people had in the town of Pullman was shown 
by the amount of cOmment that Ely's article aroused, both pro and con. 
He was vigorously condemned by Inter Ocean which always was sympathetic to 
PUllman.75 The!!:! ~ ~ came to Ely's defense and stated that Pullman 
was doomed from the beginning as a social experiment since people liked to 
plan their own lives.76 Surprisingly, ~ Nation, which was never very 
taken with Ely, agreed with his conclusions. It considered the town of Pull-
man to be an idea worthy of Thomas Carlyle who had said that a man should be 
as well taken care of as a horse. !'.h!. Nation believed that the town of 
Pullman had achieved this Object1ve.77 
After Ely's article there wa.s a. period of seeming disinterest with 
Pullman on the part of the na.tional periodica.ls. In 1894, lv-hen the Pullman 
strike started, there was, of course, a renewal of interest but these later 
articles were a.ll colored by the strike and 1vere either attacks on or 
defenses of Pullman, not attempts at objective analysis. There did appear, 
in 1893, two items that are worthy of consideration. 
One of these was a compilation of the lives of several of the leading 
citizens of the United states entitled Contem£?rary American BiOgraphy. 
The article on George M. Pullman in this book stated that he had done more, 
through his town, for working men than any socialistic enterprise had been 
able to do. The to'wn's main characteristic ~ra.a stability which only a 
large amount of capital could guarantee. This capital made it possible to 
supply the inhabitants with all of their requirements at a lorrer price than 
elsewhere. Thezesult was a tmm that irc,l.S "wholly admirable [~nd] whose 
population of working men are believed to be at least forty per cent 
better off in aJ.1 the condi-cions of their life than is the case with the 
working men in any other part of the country- ,,78 This shows that as la.te 
as 1893, the town was still thought to be successful and a new reason had 
been added to praise George Pullman. He had outdone the socio!.f.lists. 
The second item was a pamphlet prepared by the Pullm&.l1 Company for 
the Columbian Exposition in Chicago. The company had a large exhibition at 
the fair a.nd this pamphlet served to introduce the Pullman Cumpany and the 
town of Pullman to the public. In this pamphlet the:ve is another statement 
of Pullman's belief in the commercial value of beauty_ "That which is 
harmonious and bea.utiful has been reco ized as h.a.vin an incitiv 
of its own, capable in its way of being turned to account as force in the 
production of results ••• ,,79 lfue town of Pullman was the result of this 
force a.nd, a.ccording to the pamphlet, the most important and most lOgical 
result.80 It was "beautiful and harmonious II Illi th lovely parks and streets 
and "bright and wholesome" homes, "',Jhere all that is ugly, and discordant, 
and demoralizing, is eliminated, and all that inspires to self-respect, to 
thrift and to cleanliness of person and of thought is generously provided. 1,81 
The author of this pamphlet obviously believed that Pullman had succeeded 
in designing a town that would provide the proper influences for the workers 
and stated that the object of this was to make the worker a greater asset 
to the Pullman Company. The advantages of the town were not a hand-out 
but ~re to make it easier for the workers to help themselves without 
8') interfering with their personal freedom. -
George M. Pullman had started out his business life with the belief 
that people would be willing to pay a little extra for a product of top 
quality. This belief was proved to PulJ.ma.n many times over as he rose from 
cabinet maker to millionaire. Along the way Pullman added a corollary to 
his basic credo, that beaujy itself ba.d a cormnercial value. These beliefs 
were implemented in the products that Pullman produced, his railroad cars 
which were the standard for elegance. In these he showed also that he was 
an experimenter as he moved from sleepers to diners to parlor cars. But 
pullman was more than an innovator in the railroad business. He also 
exper1mentedwith his laborers and tried to establish with them the ideal 
industrial community. This was a reflection of his beliefs, for he was 
providing them with a town of the best quality and of great beauty. While 
the town was very important to Pullman, he was not able to treat it any way 
except as a product and therefore it would have to pay the highest return. 
But in this case the most important return was not money but men. The 
important object was to provide the Pullman Company with the best laborers. 
Pullman was no philanthropist but, while he did not give his money away, 
he does not fit the stereotype of the "rObber baron." Pullman realized that 
a 8U8cessful company was built on more than money- The worker was important. 
Pullman occasionally said that the worker was the most important item in any 
firm's success, a conclusion that few, if any, of the other leading industrial-
ists seem to have reached. Pullman's great misfortWle was that he could 
not go far enough in his innovating. He could recognize the importance of 
the worker to a company but not that the worker had a stake in the company. 
To Pullman the worker was just another tool, the most important one, but a 
tool. The workers objected to being classified as tools or worse being 
treated as tools. The Pullman experiment shattered. on this. 
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III 
THE END OF THE GREAT EXPERIMENT 
The weaknesses of the town of Pullman, which were apparent to so few 
observers before 1893, were never corrected by George Pullman. These weak-
nesses were essentially embodied in Pullnan' s conception of the place of his 
workers, who were to provide the Pullman Company with the best possible labor 
force. The inhabitants were given fiery little freedom in their actions 
while they lived in Pullman. The company sought to provide all of the 
necessi ties and most of the comforts for the families and kept all "baneful 
influences" from them. Everything in the town was regulated closely, from 
the coUection of garbage to the replacement of broken windows. The most 
important tools of the Pullman Com-pany bad to receive the best care. 
An example of this controlled environment was the absence of bars in 
the town. Pullman was not a believer in the temperance movement, but alcohol 
was one of the ''baneful influences." Therefore, there were no bars in the 
town of Pullman with the exception of the bar in the Florence He tel, which 
was for the use of guests and not frequented by the citizens of the town. l 
This did not mean that the workers did not drink. There were many saloons 
in the neighboring towns of Roseland and Kensington which were well patronized 
byLthe pullman employees. Als0f' the streets of Pullman were often filled 
with wagons delivering beer from those towns to the homes of the workers. 2 
But drinking was kept to a minimum and most of the reports on the town comment 
on the absence of drunkenass. Pullman's a tti tude in regard to his employeC;t I 
drinking reflected his concept of the part his workers played in the company. 
The workers would perf'ormpoorly if they were able to drink heavily, so 
heavy drinking was IIJlI.de difficult by the absence of bars. The drinking of 
moderate quantities of beer would not interfere with their labor and was 
allowable. It could be said that this was one case vThere Pullman did not 
want his tools "well oiled." 
The inhabitants naturally objected to this close control of their 
lives. Especially galling was the fact that they were not able to own 
their own homes. This would have been a violation of Pullman 1 S principles. 
If the workers owned their homes, they would be independent of Pullman.. 
They would cease to be controllable, cease to be tools. Pullman could not 
allow his workers to oVlll their homes, but their protests forced him to 
promise that eventually they could. 3 Ely bad pointed out that the lack of 
private ownership was un-American and the Commissioners of Labor called it 
the major wealmess of the experiment. Pullman ignored these warnings and 
never fulfilled his promise to allow the workers to purflbaee1homes. 
Pull:ma.n went further than this. It was not enough to merely rent 
homes to the workers. There had to be control of the workers in these 
homes. The first method of control was the lease that the workers signed 
which contained a clause that allowed either party to break the lease 
with ten days I notice. This clause applied not only to homes but to all 
the buildings in the town. According to the Pullman Company, the purpose 
of this clause was to allow the eviction of any business or family that 
would be damaging to the morals of the community. 4 The workers interpreted 
this clause in a different sense. To them 1. t was a means of insuring 
conformi ty to the rules laid down by the company. A troublesome worker 
lost not only his job but also his home. There is no evidence that the 
r-------------. 
company ever involed this clause. Businesses were screened before being 
allowed to rent stores and there was very little likelihood that they would 
viola.te the rules. The inhabitants of the town obeyed the rules. Even 
during the strike, in 1894, when the workers "Jere unable to pay their rent, 
the company allowed them to stay and there were no evictions. 5 BUt it 
was the fact that they could be evicted that controlled the workers and to 
which they objected. 
A second objection that the inhabitants had to the leases was the 
clause that concerned upkeep and repairs for the houses. The renters were 
:responsible for a.ll repairs, according to the leases. Usually the company 
6 took care of all repairs except those for malicious damage. It ~nlS not 
that they were responsible for paying for repairs that disturbed the workers 
but th8.t they had no say in these re~1rs. The company repaired when it 
wanted to and what it wanted to. The inhabitants had to request that 
repairs be made. They could not make the re~1rs themselves. Even if a 
family idshed to put up a clothing hook, it wa.s necessary to ask the 
janitor who took the request to the town agent who would approve or dis-
approve it and who would send out a man to do the job, if approved.7 
While most repairs were paid for by the company, certain items in the up-
keep of the houses were to be paid for by the renters. The company took 
care of these repairs and the cost ti8S deducted :f'rom the workers f wages. 
Occasionally one of the renters would complain publicly about this, as one 
womn did to a reportee frmm the Chicago ~: 
If your house needs a new coat of whitewash, one fine 
morning a number of men, with lime and pail and brushes, will 
knock at your door and tell you that they have come to white-
wash your house • • • 
r 
You wOllld have liked to wait another week with the white-
wash, you say, because youwantec1 to buy a pa.gr of shoes for 
your boy'? The company ca.n't care about that! 
To the workers these actions showed trte lack of democracy in the town. 
They felt that they had no freedom of' choice concerning their homes. The 
company could do anything it wanted to with their homes. The result was 
that many of the men chose to live in the towns such as Kensington and 
Roseland that were near Pullma.n. '!'hese towns could not provide homes that 
matched those found in Pullman nor could they equal the sanitary conditions 
found there; but these homes could be owned. They were not subjected to 
company control. 
While the company raised no objections to some of its workers living 
outside of Pullman during periods of full emplo3ffient, it was believed by 
the workers tllat when there was not enough work to go arol.Uld, those '-Tho 
11 ved elsewhere would be the first to be laid off. 9 The com-pa.n.r denied this 
and claimed that there was never any discrimination shown as to where the 
workers lived. The company decla.red that family men were always the last 
to be let go regaedless of iV'here they lived. '!'he strike Commission that 
investigated the strike of 1894, found that, if there were a choice between 
10 two fa.mily men, the one who lived at Fullman was always preferred. 
WhUe Pi.l.llma.n felt tbat his attempts to improve the taste of the town~s 
inhabitants were successful, the inhabitants did not a.lways accept them. 
The town library was a aause of dissatisfaction. Pullman had set charges 
of $3.00 a year for adults and $1.00 a year for children for use of the 
library.. The workers believed that this vas too high a fee to 1)8.1 and 
there were never more than .~50 members enrolled in the library. 11 The 
fees were used for magazine subscriptions and book binding, but the workers' 
opinion was that a large, wealthy company should provide these services free 
of charge • 
The complaints about the library reading room varied from its small 
size to its luxuriousness which discouraged the laborers from using it. This 
is surprising because the library had heenpraised so highly at its dedication 
d by later writers. One author commented in 1894 that, 
Thoughtfulness has been carried to the extent of having 
a private room with a se-parate stairway for the use of men 
fresh from their work. Many, who would not be tempted to 
come into the main rooms of the library with soiled hands and 
faces, readily go into this private reading-rI)Otn [sic] set 
aside for their exclusive use, where all the books of the 
library are at their disposal.l;~ 
e Reverend William Carwardine, pastor of the town's Methodist EVangelical 
hurch, disagreed ~r.1th this author. Reverend Carwardine believed that the 
ibrary had tended to produce a caste spirit in the town.13 The common 
aborers flet that they were segregated in a back room where they could not 
While some of the inhabitants of the town did not use the library be-
ause they felt uncomfortable in it, this cannot explain a maximum membership 
f~50 in a maximum population of 14,000. The nationalities of the inhabi-
ts of Pullman provides a better explanation for the -paucity of members. 
1 percent of thepopuJ.&t10n of Pullman was foreign born in 1884. By 1893, 
he foreign born had increased to 72 per ce~t .14 Most of these "geop1e would 
ot have been able to read English and would have had little use for the 
A basie defect in Pullman's thinking becomes more obvious as his 
8S governing his model town become known. He hoped to attract the best 
but he then hedged them in w'i th a variety of rules. The best workers 
the restrictions in the w·orst {to Pullman's way of thinking)vay. Pullman 
did not seem to know how to handle them. The workers believed that Pullman 
had established an espionage system to watch them and report any who deviated 
from the rules or i.ho complained about the rules. When Professor Ely made 
his investigation of the town he complained of the obvious reluctance that 
the inhabitants had to talking 'with him. The men feared the loss of their 
jobs if it were known that they had criticized the company. Ely undertook 
several subterfuges to get individuals alone in order to interview them. 
This fear of reprisal was present not only in the company employees but also 
in the businessmen who rented from the comIJi.Ily.15 The Rwverend Willia.m 
ca.rwardine accused the company of having a regular espionage agency that 
made weekly reports on the conditions in the town. He related an incident 
concerning a parishioner of his who had been injured in an accident while 
at work. CarwardiLe visited this man immediately after the accident. That 
night he was gotten out of bed by one of the company agents who asked him 
to repeat the story that the injured man had told. The object seems to have 
been to make sure that the injured man could not later sue the company.16 
The ments grievances with the company included complaints about the 
work itself. They were paid for piece work rather than & given an hourly 
salary. This gave a great deal of pov1f!r to the foremen who decided which 
man did which job. There were continual complaints about the favoritism 
that the foremen showed to certain friends. Occasionally the foremen, some 
of whom were not very well trained, made mistakes in the work. When this 
happened the laborers were forced to redo the ruined piece with no extra 
pay. Many of these abuses ,vere WlknOwn to the :managers but anyone who 
complained was looked upon as a dissatisfied worker and was in danger of 
los insz his .10 b .11 
Pullman's attempts at controlling his employees were not entirely 
relegated to the materialistic sphere. He occasionally tried to control 
their thoughts as well. The most glaring incidents of thought control 
concerned religion. The whole Pullman family were Universalists. Ti·to 
brothers had become ministl!Ts in that church. Pullnan attempted t establish 
the Universalist belief as the town religion. When the Green Stone Church 
was completed in 1881, a brother, James M. Plll1man, D.D., preached the 
18 dedica.tion sermOIl. In the -.ng of that year, Pullman called a meeting 
to be chaired by Duane Daty, one of the town's engineers, to discuss the 
organization of a church society. A plan '\o1&S presented by Doty and a few 
others to un! te all of the citizens in one body and hire a broadminded 
minister to serve the town. To Doty's surprise, this plan was rejected 
10 by those present, all of whom held out for their own denominations. / 
In reaction to this Pullman set the rent on the church so high that no 
single denomination could pay it. The rent was $1,200 per year with a 
charge of $'~ .25 per 1,000 feet for gas and $186.00 a year for steam heat. 
The parsonage which was attached to the church was to rent for :165.00 a 
'0 month;-
The Presbyterian congregation finally rented the church but the -parsonag ~ 
remained empty throughout the life of the to<nl. The Presbyterians soon 
went into debt to Pullman for $750 and held a meeting in Chicago to raise 
the money. One of the clergymen present at the meeting stated that he 
had preached once in Pu.llman and ,,,ould never return. "The word monopoly 
seems to be vrri tten in black letters over the pulpit and pews. It blazes 
forth from every window and seemB to burn between the lines of the hymn 
book. I though the organ grClaned 'mono-poly, monopolyt in all its lower 
01 20 tones. 11- By February, 1886, the Presbyterians had given up the church. '-
The general opin~on of the citizens of Pullman was that the church building 
had been constructed merely to make the town architecturally complete. Some 
even felt that it was looked upon as another source of income by Pullman, 
to be rented only to that group which was financially responsible enough 
to pay for it.)3 
Pullman had a very noisy and noisome fight with Father Juhn Waldron, 
a Roman Catholic priest, over the question of a church site in the town. 
It had been Pullman's practice to refuse to se..U any of the land within 
the limits of the town. This forced the various churches which could not 
afford the Green stone Church to rent rooms in the Arcade or Casino Building, 
the two large buildings in the town whMh had rooms usable for meetings. 
As the town grew in population the Roman Catholic congregation became too 
large to use any of these rooms. F.:i.ther waldron, who was the pastor at 
~lllman, tried to get permission to use a tract of land in the town to 
build a church. George Pullman refused and Father Waldron finally obtained 
land for a. site outside of Pullman at lloth and Indiana. There, on J,muary 21, 
1883, the first Holy Rsary Church was dedicated. Its cost was $7,500, of 
")4 
which the ];lEP.rishioners had raised $6,500 by the time of dedication •.. 
Within three years it became evident that the building was too small 
for the growing parish. Father l~'a.ldron again approached George Pullman for 
the r1ght to use a site in the town. This time Pullman agreed to donate 
an area, not in the town, but in the extra 4,000 acres that had been pur-
chased for the expansion of the town. Father waldron got a verbal agree-
ment to the construction of a new church at 1J3th and South Park. The 
congregation raised another 46,000 and the building was started. With 
the foundation and basement completed Pullman announced that he would not 
give up the lease to the land. F.1ther Waldron, who had an Irish temper, 
exploded and accused Pullman of reneging on a deal. Pullman retaliated b,y 
attempting to smear Father Waldron. On February 11, 1887, the Chicago. 1I 
]);I.il;y ~ carried a stor,y that accused the priest of "grosa immorality 
Father Waldron answered these charges b,y stating that Pullman wanted to get 
rid of him because of the trouble he was causing and accused Pullman of 
hiring private detectives to follow him~ )5 Following this exchange 
Father Waldron resigned his post at Holy Hosary and was reassigned to a 
parish in Od.k Park /~6 
How much pressure to resign was exerted on Father iV8.ldron by the 
Bishop it is impossible to tell, but his replacement was certainly picked 
with the hope that his background would enable him to get along with 
George Pullman. Father J. P. Tinian had worked as a railraad telegrapher 
before studying for the priesthood and he used his knowledge of railroading 
to good advantage. He 1(U1ckly became friendly with Pullman and obtained 
a 99-year lease to the land on the condition that the church building 
would cost at least $ 5,000, which was the minimum price for which 
Pullman felt a building could be constructed to fit in with the other 
major buildings of the town. Pullman at first demanded that the church 
be finished in a year but later granted an extension until 1890 for 
its completion.?7 Father Tinian "illS able to keep all further relations 
w"fth Pullman pleasant and stayed on as pastor until after Pull.manjs death 
and the breakup of the town. 
A few years after Father Tinian obtained his lease Pullman granted a 
similar one on Pullman land outside the town to the Swedish Evangelical 
Lutherans. The rest of the denominations remained in their rented rooms 
until the end of the great experiment. As a result of these actions of 
Pullman the lTorkers concluded that Pullman cared nothing for their souls 
::-'8 but was interested only in the amount of work 'they could produce.-
Pullman's other major attel'llpt at thought control involved a subject 
equally as explosive as religion, politics. PullIlWl "JaS a Repub11can in 
his politics and on many occasions attempted to influence the inhabitants 
of his town in their voting. He took an interest in all elections, national 
and local, and appears to have had a good deal of success in controlling 
the voting of those who lived LY). his model town. 
The town of Pullman T#8.S I8I't of the village of Hyde Park and came under 
its ordinances".:'9 but the company assumed full control of municipal functions, 
90 that Hyde Park did not have to assume any responsibilities. 30 To insure 
that there was no interference Pullman kept at least one of his employees 
on the Hyde Park B· ard of Trustees. In 1883, the Pullman member \1S.S Samuel 
Pullman, one of the brothers, ~lho was an assistant engineer at the Pullman 
.. later Iforks. 31 All of the officials of the town of Pullman .. Tere appointed 
by the Pullman Company with the exception of the members of the school board 
3'::> 
who were elected but 'were employees of the oom:pa.ny.- A tOVlIl agent, appointed 
by George Pullman, was the actual manager of the to'lm. 33 
Since it '.vas located in Hyde Park, the Pullman Company had to pay a 
yearly assessment to the village. There .laS abvaya a controversy between 
the assessor and the company over MN' large this assessment should be .. 
In the village election in the spring of 1883, George Pullman supported a 
reform ticket that included a Pullman employee who \1&8 running for village 
assessor.
34 Pullman was accused of intimidat1ng his employees to vote for 
the reform candida.tes.. Pullman denied this viaorOl .. 1.Sly, claiming that any 
+.n h of A "noti nYl A n..p 
American citizenship. tf He stated that his employees always had complete 
freedom to vote according to their Olm inclinations. 35 The reform. candidates 
".ron and the Pullman C m~y paid the relatively small assessment of $35,0')0. 
1'1 1885, with a ne'·' village assessor the assessment went up to $:)14,0:)0, 
although it was later lo',rered to $150,000. 36 
Again in 1881, Pullman ,,1&8 accused of influencing the village elections 
when the Chicaso Herald charged that the head timekeeper and chief accountant 
of the company vrere stationed near the nolls to observe hO'l the men voted 
after they were driven to the place of election in company wagons. 31 In 
1890, after the annexation of Hyde Rtrk to Chicago, Mr. Sessions, the general 
superintendent of the company, ~~ accused of intimidating voters in an 
aldermanic election and of firing three menl{ho voted for the wrong candidate'" 
The question of the annJtlC8,tion of Hyde Park to Chicago v-las the most 
impertant local political question to arise during the history of the town 
of Pullman. Hyde Park was the largest village in the world at this time. 
By 1886, it v!U obvious that the village needed to be reorganized and 
annexation to Chicago seemed to be the easiest way to do this. George 
Pullman feared that if the village were annexed to Chicago he ".,ould lose muah 
of his power over the town of Pullman so he determined to fight the annexation. 
It was to be a long fight starting in 1886, and lasting thee years with 
each side ~.,1nn1ng battles. Inter Ocean led off for the anti-annexationists 
with an article that stated that it "tmuld be unfair to the industrial companies 
that had located in Hyde Park to Join with Chicago. These firms had settled 
in Hyde Park because of the 1m., tax rates and the rates would now be raised 
if the village joined Chicago. 39 F::;r the next year there was continual 
maneuvering as to how the annexation ~JaS to be accomplished. BY' October, 
it was decided that the fairest \18. w'ould be to have an election lvith 
all of the inhabitants of Hyde Park voting. PYll.man supported this plan 
with the qualification that t."'1e to.m of Pullman and the surrounding areas 
of Kensington, Riverda.e and Roseland be excepted from the annexation. 
P'l]1oon fS alternative.vas a.ce~pted and he became a strong backer of 
al1ne.xation. 40 
On Tuesday, November 8, the election was held and the citizens of Hyde 
Park voted to joiniiith Chicago. The town of Pullman and the surrounding 
areas were excepted from the annexation. 41 It appeared as if George Pu.JJ man 
had won his fight. He w'ould now be able to continue his great experiment 
with no outside interference. 
Pullman 'a triUlll'ph did not last long. ' With1u a week 'the constitutionality 
of the law governing the election was being questioned. The case was taken 
to the Illinois Supreme Court which agreedw1th the objectors and found the 
law unconstitutional. 4:.) No further action was taken until 1889, when 
the objections of the court were met by .. ne" laW'" especially drawu up by 
the state legislature, and another election ",-as scheduled for June, 1889. 
This time tlni;vhole vilJ.a.ge ","1lS to be l."lcluded in Chiaago. 
N ,:; Pullman had to come lbut into the open and lead the anti-annexationist 
cause. He started this ·phase of the battle with an attack on the Democratic 
ticket \~tich ,vas 'lJa.cking the annexa'tion in the regular spring election. 
'!'he foremen of the shops were told to influence the men on their crews to 
vote for the Republican slate of candidates.43 Pullman ran into strong 
objections from the lllbabita.nts of his town. Tll$ leader of the opposition 
was J"hn H.-pk1ns vho was the president of the Arcade Truing Company which 
operated several stores in Pll,llma.n~ Hopkins was a. devoted Democrat, who 
organized several Democratic rallies in the town. In tile elec'tion the 
Democrats swept Hyde Park including Pullman.44 Hc.·pkins later went on to 
become Mayor of Chicago and held that office during the great strike of 
1894, when he opposed Pullman and backed Governor Altgeld. 
After this de£eat Pullman did not give up but continued to IJrganize 
the opposition to annexation. He went so far as to bring in a minister to 
preach a sermon in the Green stone Church against the annexation. 45 All 
of his maneuvering was of no use. Pullman was going against the current. 
Be was defeated and, on June 29, 1089, the whole of Byde Park was joined 
to Chicago. In this election Pullman had better control of his own 
employees and the anti-annexationists carried his town by 843 votes,lt6 
but this was not enough to overwhelm the great majority IJjf pro-annexation 
votes from the rest of the village. 
In the two instances of religion and politics George Pullman suffered 
failure. Be had gone too far in attempting to control his employees. In 
both these cases the newspapers were unfavorable to Pullman. He had 
attempted something tha.:t was contrary to American principles. 
In all of his other attempts at contral Pullman was 8U8cessful. The 
workers did not rebel aga:1.nst the rules that governed the model town. They 
accepted them, but this did not mean that the great experiment was a success. 
Pullman attracted a high quality of worker but could he hold him? The 
answer appears to have been no. There was a regular turnover in men due 
to many causes. Some objected to the lack of freedom in the town, others 
to the great power that the foremen had. One worker wrote a letter signed 
tlA Mechanic·' to the Herald, in which he objected to the foremen and Piece 
work which he claimed was af'traud for only the friends of the suPerviSOrs 
were given enough jobs to make a good wage. He did not sign his name for 
'Il8.S to leave for the Dakotas with a large group of the workers. 47 
When ffue Pullman shops \Vere opened at Pullman rtWlT of the ...-kers from 
the Detroit factory, which was partially closed down, moved down to Pullman 
for what they hoped would be better jobs • As time went on, these men became 
dissatisfied with conditions in the model town. When the Detroit plant 
was reopened at full capacity they decided to move back there. This move-
ment soon became a. rush and the company officials became worried that there 
""ould not be enough trained men left to OPEtlltlte the shops at Pullman. George 
Pullman issued an order to the foremen at Detroit to refuse all laborers 
who came from Pullman. 48 Jlren this order did not stop the exodus. 
Ely found that the majority of the population of the town was transient 
and attributed it generally to the lack of freedom which he called un-American, 
and particularly to the inabill ty of the employees topurcbase their own 
49 ' homes. Pullnan had faUed in 111s naJor objective. Be was not able to 
keep the skilled workers he attracted. The advantages of the model town 
did not appear to be very advantageous at closer appraisal. '!'he most 
important tools had minds of their own and objected to the type of care 
that they received. 
~lJlma.nts major objective was not reached, but what of his second ob-
jective, to make a profit of six per cent on the town? Here again, there 
was a. failure, although not a complete one. For the first years of its 
existence the town returned a revenue of four and one half per cent, but 
from 1892 on the revenue decreased to 3.82 per cent due to increased taxes 
and repair costs .50 WhUe the town always showed a profit, it was never 
as great as had been expected. 
Even though the town of Pullman had not a.chieved the success tlat it 
was hoped it would, the town still carried on, relatively unchanged, until 
1894, In that year occured the great railway strike which showed the weak-
nesses of the experiment to all observers. The cause of the strike was 
Pullman's inability to see the connection between the wages he paid and the 
rents he charged. 'The error in his thinking was nowhere more evident than 
in this instance. The workers were tools and yet he must make a profit on 
them. 
One major point of friction between the workers and the company was the 
charge for water. The workers believed that PulL~n was making a large profit 
on the sale of water. 5l Actually the company had made a very small profit 
of $30.86 a month until January, 1894, when Chicago raised its rates. The 
company did not raise the rates for the inhabitants of the town and was 
losing $591.07 a month on water charges at the time of the strike. 52 What 
is important here is the lack of communication between company officials and 
the town's inhabitants. The workers ceuld easily have been shown their 
error but no official seemed to feel that it was worth the trouble. 
Another objeotion of the workers was the indignity of being paid with 
two pay checks, one which exactly covered the rent and another for the 
53 
remainder of their salary. Payment by two checks was a fairly reoent 
development. During the first years of the town's existence the rent had 
been deduoted before the workers were paid, but this had been declared 
illegal and the two check plan adopted by the company. 54 The laborers 
saw little improvement. They picked up their pay checks at the bank and 
the rent collector was waiting there to take the rent checks from them. 
There was disagreement on whether the rents were set too high f see 
chapter two_7 in normal times, but it was agreed by all except the Pullman 
Company that the rents were too high in 1894. In 1893, the Pullman Company 
had had an exoellent year due mainly to the need for passenger cars to carr,y 
tourists to the Columbian Exposition in Chicago. tate 1n that year the 
general business slump caught up with the Pullman Company_ In the spring 
of 1894, the company ordered a general. reduction in wages for all piece work. 
The object of this reduction was to enable the company to keep all of its 
employees working rather than to be forced to lay some of them off. 55 This 
was a fair solution to the problem but there was no corresponding cut in 
the rents that the employees had to pay. 
A previous cut in wages bad precipitated a strike in 1884, but it had 
ended quickly. 56 A later wage reduction was made slowly department by 
department, so that the workers would not or~n1ze. At this time many men 
quit but there was no strike. 57 There was one other strike, in 1886, in 
which the employees took the initial action. The men eequested an eight-
hour day which was denied them. The strike la.sted nine days and the workers 
returned without gaining concessions.58 
The cut in wages in the spring of 1894 affected all of the workaen in 
all of the departments at the same time. Soon the workers were COl'l\:)l.&1ning 
that their pay was merely enough to cover rent costs and lett nothing over 
for food. Several petitions were presented to the company and a group of 
workers requested "permisSion to see Mr. Pullman for the purpose of either 
getting wages raised or the rents lowered. Mr. Pullman talked with the men, 
but no cbanges resulted. 
As spring turned into summer the situation in the town became worse. 
Fam11ities used up their savings and faced starvation. Most men chose not 
to pay their rents rather than see theirfa.m11ies hl.Ulgry. This led to a 
fear tbat the company would evict or fire them. 59 As the si~on worsened 
the workmen began to or@')iDize into groups and steveral be~I!l:!le members of the 
A:Jerican &i~ a!ion l1hich was attempting tc or81o'Ultze all v!orkers who '!-:ere 
COmlected..;1th l't'ilroad1ng in any way- FinaLly, on ).by 11, the workmen at 
Pu..t1.'C&n struck. i'heir demands ,·Jere still the same, higher "agee or lower 
rents. 
Ai: first the strike W1Ul very 1,')eaceful without an,y picketing at the 
Pullman plants. Eugene V. Debs, the head of the American Railway Union, 
issued a proclamation of S3llPllth.Y, but offered no other help. '!'hat, on 
June 4, the American RaUW'&,y Union, which had been meeting in Chicago, 
decided to boycott all trains that had Pullman cars attached to them. '1'h1s 
would tie up most ot the railroads in the United states and the managers of 
the lines agreed to drop their Pulluan coaches. The Pullman Company protested 
that the railroads hid had contracts with the company guaranteeing the use 
of Pullmans on their passenger trains. If these contracts were niJt honored 
the Pull man Company would sue the raUroads tor damages. 
The managers of the various railroads, faced with a choiee between favor-
ing labor or anItther industrialist, chose the industr1alist. Pullman ears 
were run on the 188aenger trains and the American Jailway Union called a 
nationwide strike. It _s this phase of the strike that quickly blazed into 
violence as the ra1.lroads attempted to run trains without using union members, 
who relatiated by Jamming sW'1tches, wrecking cars and burning terminals. 
'1'bere was a great deal of fiottng in Chicago and several other cities, but 
Pu.llman vas one of the quietest areas. The raUroads appealed to President 
Cleveland and Attorner General Olner for help on the gromds that the federal 
mails were being interfered with. Olney, who bad been counsel for the rail 
managers J agreed and conv1need Cleveland, who ordered the arm.¥' to end the 
strike. 
The arm"y was called out in man.r locatioas, including Chicago which 
was placed under martial law over the objection of Governor Altgeld of 
Illinois and Ma,vor Hopkins, who claimed that the arm,y was not needed to 
maintain order. By the beginning of August the strike was ending and the 
workers returning to their Jobs. One of the first places where men returnei 
to work was Pullman. 60 
After the strike was over a comittee of the Pullman strikers who were 
still living in Pullman but had not been rehired by the COlrJllUl.Y, asked 
G,vernor Altgeld to make a visit to Pullnan and investigate the condition 
of the workers. Altgeld did this and on August 21, he was taken on a tour 
of the town b,> August &pp, chief designer for the company, Chief Wilde, 
the bead accountant, and four members of the strikers t committee. The 
Gcvernor found that more than a thousand of the families were destitute 
and that almost two thousand of the old employees had not been rehired. 
'!'.be relief association that had been formed to provide food bad suspended 
operations W'hen swamped with requests for ald. 61 
Before _king his visit Altgeld lad sent a letter to Pullman asking 
him to provide some relief tor the famlUes, 
Msum1ng that they were wrong and foolish, they had .ret 
served 'you long and well and YOil must feel some interest 
in them. They do not stand on the same footing with you, 
80 that much must be overlooked • •• It seems to me that 
you would prefer to relieve the situation yourself, especiall'y 
as it has Just cost the state upward of $50,000 to protect 
your 'property and as both the state and the publlc have 
suffered enormous loss and expense on account of disturbances 
that gre~ :)out of the trouble between your compaIl'y and its 
workers. ~ 
Pullrran did not answer this letter. 
After the visit Altgeld again wrote Pullman asking him to provide cbar1.ty 
for the workers. 'l'be Governor suggested that Pullman cancel all rents from 
August 21 to October 1, so that the men could pay other bUb, and then that 
he work all of the men halt time rather tba.n Just some of the men full t:1me. 
Then every famU.1 would have enough for 1'000.63 
Pullman replied to this second letter and agreed tha.-t there -,;ere many 
cases of' neea ou."t he a.ttribu.ted it to the fact that any o£ the men refused 
to :return to 'Work at Pullman e1 ther baeause they 1rould not accept the wages 
offered or because they wouJ.d 11(; longer work for the Ptll.1man Com-pan,1. Be 
refused to cut the rents in &nJ' w,1 auld offered to help the oi tuation only 
b3' emplo,rins 3.$ many men as 1>Qssible at full time work.64 
An obvious question arises when this argument of Pullman 1 s is studiea. 
If the men no longer ilatltad to work: tor Pul.l.mI:uil wll3' did they continue to 
Uve in the tow of Pullmn? Pull mall ne,,-er supplied an answer to this 
question, but the United states Commission that investigated the strike 
provided at least a possibilit.r. Hm,y 01' the men who had tJlrticix:ated in 
the strike ,,-ere black-listed. Several of the mt'ln who testified at the 
Commission bearlogs stated that the compan3"~S rehiring only those former 
emplo~ who took an oath that the.)" wuld never again belong to the American 
Ra1lwa:r Union. M:m.1 of the leaders during the strike 'Were nwwr to be rehire!: 
Pullma.n vas :net going to evict any of these men who he hoped to eventuall.:r 
rehire, at his own ,-ses of course. These were stUl the most important 
tools of the Pullmn Company and should not be thrown fl'w<&.:r. 
'!'he strike Comm1ss1onl .ihich was hellded by the saIne Carroll D. Wright 
who bad led the 1885 investigation of the tow-n" held extensive hearings 
on the strike. Most of the testimony was concerned with the rioting and 
the conf'lict between the American Railwal Union and the Baiba~ H:tnagers 
Association. The Cci!Dli1ssion did accept testimony from several of' the in-
habitants of' Pullman and called some of the compan.r officials including 
George M. Pullman. While no recommendations were made, the Ccmmission did 
reach some conclusions. The ealusion of' the inhabitants of the tOim from 
anI part of its management l?robabl,r prevented t..'l1eir appreciation of the 
town's "advantages. ft "Men, as a. rule, even wen em-ployeest 'prefer inde-
pendence to paternalism in such matters ,,156 The -'1reet cause of the strike 
at Pullman was laid to the reduction in wages with no e.ceom~.r1ng reduction 
in rents. This caused the varkel's' resentment _ga1net the defects of' the 
to\Jll to b\lrSt forth and destroyed the town .. 
A closer look at the tOlill of Pullman sugports the thesis that Ptll.l::.:Ian 
appreciated the importarrae of his el!tplo~s only SF. he tel t they ',lere 
necessary to the success of bis companl- He provided the beet possible 
material env1ronment to keep his workers health, and in good. 'llOrking condi-
tion. He allowed no "'baneful intluences" to X"U1n the good condition of' his 
workers just as a mechanic keeps hie tools dry 80 that they will not rust. 
But Pull1lBll could not liB_ the next step to the realization that his tool~ 
were reall.Y men who had a right to (1 share in tM prof! ts of bie ccmrpany. 
'l'heT were merel.1 tools JI alba! t complex ones. This is sho1<;n in Pullman' s 
attem:p'tB to control religion and 1?Olitic$ in his town. if'.cls could be used 
in anT way. But the men were not tools. The.r refused to accept this control. 
Eventually, Pullman went too tar. He forgot one necessity of his tools, 
the" bad to eat. The tools rebelled openly ana all of the weaknesses that 
bad been hidden in tbe great experiment became appa1'$nt to all. The model 
town was a faUure, a failure from which George Pullman did not recover. 
Three years after the strike be was dead. The tow lived on after him 
under co.nstant attack from liberal. reformers, until 1907 ,when it was ruled 
b1 the Illino.is Supreme Court that tbe Pullman Com~.n.ffS co.rporate cb!lrter 
did not allow it to. bold more land t..bat 'WU actual11 needed for eomparl.r 
o.perations. All propert1 not used for shops bad to be sold. O ... er;~tIle 
next ten .rears the Pull1U'.ln COIlll:aIl1 disposed of all of the land that the town 
was built on.67 The great experiment was o-rer. 
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IV 
COlfCLUSION 
George Mcet1mer Pnl]man's great experiment ended disastrously. It 
faUed to achieve its purpose, the attracting and holding of a large body 
of capable workers to the Pullman Palace Car Company. The reason for the 
town t s failure is easUy appa.rent today. ~ town of Pullman was to act as 
a replacement for the old personal relationship between owner and worker. 
Perhaps the town could have replaced that relationship, if Pullman bad looked 
upon its inhabitants as human beings. But, to Pullman, bis workers were 
tools, to be used to bring in t.."le largest possible profits. His emplo,yees 
could not feel that PIl]] man had any interest in their welfare when be cut 
wages without reducing their rents. 
Pullman fS attitude toward his workers was not unusual, nor was it con-
demned by lIDst of the ledera of public opinion in the United states" Poli-
ticians, educators, writers, even churchmen, defended tbe actions of the 
businessman. According to William MUler, II ••• public sanction for the 
pursuit of private fortune ba.d always been strong in America. ,,1 
'!he Puritans bad "believed that economic success ~ a sign of divine 
favor. 'l!he Quakers devoted themselves aJ.most entirely to economic pursuits " 
This atmosphere was still prevalent· throughout New England and most of the 
North during the 1830 t s • ;2 The men who achieved business success after the 
Ci vU war were raised to believe that thrift and diligence were the most 
important virtues. Success came to the llJiiUl who worked hardest" The leading 
exponent of .A.Jnerioan individualism during the first halt of the nineteenth 
century, Ralph ~ldo Emerson, wrote: 
Success has no more eccentricity than the gingham and 
muslin we weave in our mills • • • We must reckon 
success a constitutional trait. • • There is always 
a reason, !!! ~ ma~, for his good or bad fortune, and 
so in making money-
There was as yet little questioning the uses of wealth for there were few 
really wealthy men. The problem was to make money, not to dispose of it. 
~wenty years later questions about the uses of an individual's wealth 
were asked more frequently in American society. Stephen Girard and John 
Jacob Astor had both died before 1850, leaving large fortunes. There was 
for a. time a belief that the workers who bad hel-ped to create these fortunes 
were ptitled to a share in them. The theories as to how this could be 
accomplished were hazy and ill-defined but an important question had been 
asked, Do the rich owe anything to the society that enables them to become 
rich? 4 
This question posed a pr'oblemfor which the press, the courts, the 
schools and the pulpit quickly provided an answer. The uses to which an 
entrepreneur put his wealth were not important, and,further, were not 
society's business. What was important were the ways in which the entre-
preneur's business effected society. Did he provide work for hundreds', 
even thousands, of men? This was the most important question. If he did, 
" 
the entrepreneur was an asset to society and could accumulate all the wealth 
that he was able to' with soclt.ty's blessing. Sigmund Diamond points out 
that by the time of Vanderbilt's death this vToaS the official position of 
most of the opinion makers in ~rican society.5 The idea, that the 
businessman's major responsibility was to provide work for others and no 
more than that, lasted until 1900 as a potent force and was often referred 
to by Rockefeller and other big businessmen in justifying their actions. 6 
It is still heard today among certain groups. 
After the Civil War the old Calvinistic doctrines of thrift and dili~ 
gence were reinforced by Herbert Spencer t s interpretation of the scientific 
theories of Charles Durwin. In addition there was a conservative reaction 
tbat is common at the end of a war and a deep desire for a period of quiet 
to exploit the na.tural resources of the continent. As a result the leading 
bUSinessmen were not strongly challenged in their actions. The excesses of 
several of these businessmen cut short their period of freedom. Reform 
sent1m.ents were heard in the Uliited states by 1876. These g:roa4ully grew 
stronger until, by 1900, American opinion bad shifted f'lom support of the 
entrepreneur to a more balanced consideration of the problems of employer 
and employees.7 
Between the Civil ~v r and 1900 the dominant phllospphy of the American 
business conmU1lity was 8oc1&1 Iarwinism. This socio-economic theory bad 
been formulated by Herbert Spencer in England and its greatest advocate 
in the United states was William Graham Sumner. In its popular version, 
S ciaJ. Darwinism was survival of the fittest in the economic sphere. 
Custs should be slashed to the absolute minimum and prices driven to the 
highest possible limit. The payment of starvation wages was justified 
by an inviolable law of economics. Not to do so meant );uainess failure. 
Richard Hofstadter has made the connection between the older calvinistic 
attitudes and S cial Dar-vt1nism. :de points out the concern of the followers 
of Social Darw1nsim with the obvious rigors of life and the necessity to 
work hard and practice self-denial. "Theirs is a kind of naturalistic 
Calvinism in which man·s relation to nature is as hard and demanding as 
man's relation to God under the Calvinistic system." This concern led 
them to accept an economie philosophy that was fitted to a ran idly expanding 
economy. Their ph11oao-phy called for hard 'ivork and great thrift and Itput 
a premium on those qual1tites that seemed necessary for the disciplining of 
Ii. labor force and. a force of small investors. II Economic li:1e called tor men 
at good character and punished the lazy, careless and inefficient.8 
There were many corollaries to the theory of Social turwinism and some 
at these corollaries produced severe strdias in the web at American beliefS. 
According to Sumner and his followers, there were no a.bsolute "rights" to 
which men .. rere entitled. Rights were merely the accepted :acres of the 
present ciVilization, the "rules ot the game of social competition which 
are current now and here. 1f9 The a.ccumu.l&tion of wealth became the great 
goal ot society and in tact the only way society could advance. The right 
thing to do was to make money and the good man ",'&s the one i'lho could nBke 
the most maney.10 The rich man was to be praised for the good he was doing 
society. 
Hofstadter, in his study of Social DJ.rwinism, points out that, rfAmerican 
society saw its image in the tooth-and-claw version ot natural selection 
• • •• nll The makers of opinion in the United sta.tes, press, schools, courts, 
most of the churches, were tied to the bus 1nessman and preached na taral 
selection as a justification for prevailing business and political actions. 
Sumner, minister, professor, SCientist, wrote: 
The millionaires are a 'Product of natural selection, 
acting on the whole body of men to pick out those who can 
meet the requirements of certain work to be done • • • They 
get _1gb wages and live in luxury, but the bargain is a good 
one for society. There is the 1ntensest competition for 
their place and occupation. This assures us that all who are 
competent for this function will be employed in it'l~o that 
the cost of it will be reduced to the l~ terms. c 
E:'lrlier, Sumner ha.d 'Hr::i.tten, IICom-petition, therefore, is a law of nature. 
Nature is entirely neutral. • • •• She grants her re~rds to the fittest •••• 
If we do not like it, a.nd if .... re try to amend it, there is only one way in 
tilich we can do it. We can take from tm better and gi va to the worse. ,,13 
&1.sinessmen were quick to seize upon these and like pronouncements as 
a justification for their actions. But feedback was inevitable. I,then 
clez'gym.en, teachers, and others justified cutting\olages and eliminating 
com-peUt~Il\I the justifications served tc encourage businessmen to do more 
Pltting and eliminating. 
Beyond the question of the guiding philosophy, there .fere Rry :real 
problems involved in the industrialization of the United states that even 
the most astute of men seem to have recognized onl.,y .-.rely, if at all, 
before 1900.. There was the loss of personal contact between 1vorker and 
la.borer ,,,bich had such disastrous effects on employer-employee relation-
ships; the monotony of the wurk ';vhich broke down worker morale; the rapid 
expansion of immigration which brought into the United states a huge body 
of workers u.'1fa.m1liar 1d.th the language or customs. These are problems 
that are still with us today, but in the post-Civil War era they ,/ere 
complicated by the results of the philosophy of Soalal lllrwinism. '!'here 
were no provisions made for retirement, accidents, or the periodic lay-offs 
that a.fflicted every industry. No entrepreneur dared to provide pensions 
or insurance for his workers in the cutthroat economy that Social Darwinism 
engendered. His competitors would derive too much of an advantage from his 
increased labor costs. 
Since the employers would not voluntarily provide relief measures for 
their workers, the workef's decided upon unionism as the _:I to gain their 
objectives. T:.'1e union movement in the United states went Ull and down with 
the ~onom.r. During periods of' depression the union movement practiC&l.l,y 
disappeared, to eet\U"Il as conditions bettered. .Ai'ter 1819, at the end of 
the depression which had started in 1813, militant unionism was aceepted 
14 br the workers. The labor organizations assumed the nature of a class 
movement, during the summer of 1885.15 Some of the foreign immigrants 
who entered the United 5'tateswere advocates of socialistic theories, 
others were anarchists. Mim.r of these IDe:u.oocame leaders in the labor 
movement. '!'here was a definite danger that the conflict between employers 
and employees could evol va into a class war. 
'!'he situation began to improve in the 1890' s • Some employers began 
to discover that their employees produced more work when the,y received the 
proper inducements. Shorter hours and better working conditions 1 even 
welfare plans I allowed wage cuts and increased production .16 H, wever I it 
bas been estimated that by 1908 only one and a half million workers bad 
been effected b,y these new ideas.11 ~ was a reaction to these reforms 
in the business community. C'barles Elliott Perkins, the President of the 
Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad., objected to payments for injuries 
and relief payments, arguing that sucllpayments tlrelieved the men of the care 
and responsibility for themselves, and care and responsibilit,y were 
developmental •• ,18 This is the old argument Pl'&ising hard work and thrift 
in ~ slightly disguised fashion.. It was wrong to deprive men of a chance 
t 0 build their own cllaracter by being thrifty. 
Finally, there is the relationship between the entrepreneur and the 
city to consider.. Cocb.ra.n and Miller have noted that the effect of the city 
on business and the effect of business on the city were the same. Fa.ch 
caused the expansion of the other.19 Large industries required large 
concentrations of workers just as large concentrations of workers attracted 
large industries.. The cities were always overcrowded and d1rt¥. It was 
not thrifty to use land for wide streees or parks when land values were 
high. There were no large profits to be made from collecting garbage. 
It was not until the twentieth century that the desire for maximum profit 
was overcome enough to provide the needed open spots which were necessary 
for the better health of the inhabitants. 
:e, the late 1890 I S even a few of the "robber brirons"· had come to 
realize that they owed a debt to societl. Carnegie thought it, 
.... the duty of the man of weeJ.th .... to consider all surplus 
revenues which come to him simply as trust funds, which he is 
called upon to administer .... to produce the most beneficial 
results tor the commun1tl ••• the man of wealth thus becoming 
the mere agent and trustee for his poorer brethern, bringing 
to their service his superior wisdom, experience and ability 
to admin1ster, doing for them better than theY' would or could 
do tor themselves ,,20 
Pill] man t s idea of Ii company town fitted Carnegie t e theory of the 
rich (1:1 t) administering wealth for the poor (unfit).. Everything that his 
employees were unable to woVide f1rthemselves, Pullman prov1ded for them. 
Pll],l.nan was ppera.ting wi thin the 11m! ts of S cial Dardn1sm. His tow was 
intended to lure the best workers, leaving his competitors the less 
efficient. Be intended to lIBke as great a -profit as possible from the town. 
But he also intenlled to provide the best living place for his workers .. 
Pull man had early learned the value of the best. He tried to provide the 
best poss1ble product; he tried to provide the best possible tow. 
Certainly pride in his town, as pride in his product, drove PulJ.ma.n to 
provide the best. But Pullman had also recognized the im"90rtance of the 
worker. He was a predecessor of those businessmen who introduced shorter 
hours and h1sber wages, not fran al tl"Uism, but to 1nc1eSe production. 
It is .~ that Pullman could have received no impetus to follow 
any scheme of thought other tharl Social nuwinism. Be was bom in • small 
rural community 1n upstate Bew Y01"lt and was ra.ised to be a laborer or smaU 
bua1neesman. In con1a"&st to the majority of his later aasoo1ates, he had 
little education. !I.'hrough hard work, tbrlft, and luck (although he would 
never have aalled it that) Pullman rose to dominate an industry. As a 001 
he fllUSt bave been subJected to Calvinistic 1deaa on the value of w1"ldng 
bard and Baving money. Certa1nl.y these ideas 'tIfl1'e l"einforced by most of the 
people nth vhom he came .1n contact 1n later lUe. Within h:1s family there 
were two lldn1stel"S to 'Pl"ovide divine a1>PJ"O"J'll. LeadinS citizens were his 
fXoiend.s • 'l'he~ss regu"ded him favorably. A."l occasional eccentric like 
Bl3' eoul.a easily be dismissed. 
Yet ""lll'lBn 1'IIIn&gefi to break out of the Social D:irw1nist theme at 
least llU't1all.1 and attemyteit • remarkable experiment to tind an answer 
for 'tlw labor problems tlat were 'Plaguing the eountry. 1'be tow of 
Pullm-n violated man.y tit the dogtrBs of S~'ci&l Dlrwinism. The town was 
laid out with vide atreets and 1J&rks althoush the land they occupied carried 
a high valuation. Free services, such aa ~'be.ge collection, trere provided. 
Perba1l8 most s1g:nificant, tdsile the tow never paid the retu:rn it vas 
supposed to, the rents were never raised. All. of these items contradicted 
tbe tbeorJr of the survival of the fittest and shoul.d have 1'l'Ov1ded Pullan's 
competitm.-s Idth an ad'Ya."ltage. It is III credit to Pull.m!m's business ability 
t,bat they dtd not. 
'!'he great vekkness in Pullman's thought w6S in his ideas concerning 
the treatment of his "iTOl"lren. Pul.l.mn felt that his l"EulI1)Oll8ibility to them 
ended when ther had good living co11ditions. Be bad tul.till.ed bis debt to 
s ocietr b,y providing work for any andpro-perl,y adm1n1ate:r1ng his wealth. 
II,;;\{ bis workers muat tultUl their duties, one of wh:lch was to provide a 
profit for the Pnlluan Palace Car C,AIlpa.n.r. As long as the eco1lOlD1' renained 
sound th1a 'WU 'PfI8Sible but, Wen there was a depress1on, something would 
have to 11 ve. The dichotom" in PtlllMn t s thinking, the contl1ct between 
g1 v1ng the workers good treat.nt and tat _king a profit on them would 
become evident. When the depression did come Pllll nan would not bend, nor 
would b1a workers. P'IllUlUl had plaee4 them 1n an impossible situation to 
which thea'reacted in the D11l.Y war the,y were able. 1'he strike pointed out 
the faults of the ~ment and it tailed. 
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Interpretations 
Uti1 1940.. b1stor1ana bad taken one of t'>lOpositio1l8 in reprd to the 
place of the bwJineSBan in American h1st01"Y. These two positions were the 
obvious ODeS of either defending t:11/ condemning the actions of the bwsiness-
man. Prior to 1900, the defenders of entrepreneurial freedom were in the 
_Jority. After 1900 , in line with the Progt"eSsive revolt .. those who 
condemned the actions of the businessman pndom1nated.. As the United states 
cl.1Dlbed out of tbe depresSion sa. historians aaain took up the defenee of 
the businessman. 1'o&It.,Y' both sides are beari.l In approximately 194:)" a 
third group of historians began to· 'P\ibl1Sh a few articles.. 'l!l1s group bas 
I 
tt ...... been more interested in understanding American _t.eria1 success ...... "c:. 
tban in oecupy1ng II def1nlfle position in regard to it .. 
IJ!he early observers of the Amer10an bUSinessman, in accordance with the 
accepted system of l!!!!.!!. ,ta1re economies, dld not challenge bis right to 
run his bwainess in any 'Wfl.Y that he ebOM .. Generally.. the question of 
whether a businesamaD. f 8 actions were I1Ib.t or wrong was never raised. When 
1 twas.. sebolara, 1uc1lK1inc historianS.. tended to defend the busin.san. 
D1Jring the early 1900's historians began to question the American 
attitude toward the businessman.. Historians, tollowing the Progressive 
M(:ftment.. pointed out the mn.y faults ot the large industrialists.. The 
Beards a111 Vernon Farrington worked out an almost complete incUetment 
against the businessman by the 19:~ots.3 This indictment was ftlrther 
em.bellished during the del?Z"ession of the 1930's. Perhaps the most famous 
statement of it is Matth.elr Je.Sephson's The R.bber lb.rons. 4 
............. Ito.., •• _. 
A1.lan lfev1n8, in the 194()ts,led a. revival in favor of the businessman. 
While Hev1na 18 the most prol1tic of Iahe modern defenders of the business-
1I8n, Ed'W6rd 01 K1rJr..l.and is the most eloquent. lUrkland feels that the 
"Bobber :&.\ron" concept sponsored by the Progressives needs revision. In 
his OpiniOll the Progressives have failed to see aa.cncy as a >inole. He 
finds bis justification tor the businessman in "our l-thole democatic or .... 
gan1zation. n5 
A small group of economists and historians" among whom the leading 
figures are William Miller and ~ ~ochnm, have attem.pted to study the 
whole s,18tem of American economic develo~t and the entrepreneUZ"'S t place 
in it. In seneral, these men have backed the Progressive indictment, l.a,ring 
special emphasiS on the b\,lSinesstlJln's poUtic.al mnipulations. Untortunatel.Y, 
as .ret, little bas been published b,r this ~.6 
At the present time, therefore, there is a controversy concerning the 
exact place of the businessman in the develo~t ot the American ecouom,y. 
There have been m.D.¥ recent studies of individual entrepNneur8, but no 
general inter--"lJ'etation baa replaced the Prog8ssive indictment. 
Just as the general historical interp:retat1ons of the rol.. of the 
business~ in the el'li &tter the Civil. War have changed, so have the 
intert>retations of P4.fJlman and the Pullman strike changed. l3efore the 
strike there \iiU widespread approval of Pull.mU1's experl.ut, the only real 
exception being EJ..1'a a:rt1c1e in The ltttion. During the strike moat ,.....,... ....... _. 
periodicals we.re too busy condemning Eu&ene Debs and the American RaUroad 
Union to devote much space to the problems ot Pullan. Then, in the fllll 
of 1894, BeVeralart1cles wre published which concerned themselves 'With the 
question of the tvwn D1' Pullurm. Most of these articles backed PullJDlln, 
although there were a few "Which expressed dissatisfaction with the principles 
beh1nd the town. 
»u!-lJr 1n Jul.3, !!!! Nat1,R!! published an artiele Wich admonished the 
workers to "grin and bear it.... Ai.;cording to this article, the Pullrran 
1nbabltants shou.ld have reaU.zed that, sineeprofits were down, l!1!l.geS .rere 
not ava1lable.. Referenee ws _de to the n iron !all of wages" .thich eould not 
be circumvented. 'l'h1s article follo;ved the straight S cia! Dar.dnlst line. 
The entrepreneur determ1nedprices ana wages and, also, har large a profit 
_rg:1n~fas a fair return on his llBllutactureS. 'l'h.e uerlr.eri I duty was to be 
bard vorldng. Perhaps 11' the, had 'been more frugal, they would have saved 
enough to tide them over.. At any rate the$' should not eapplain because ther 
ilere being hurt by a basic economie "lJrr\¥ .. " 7 
'!'here ',;ere several other articles defending Pullll'lUl 'Published in 
leading magazines. '!'he maJU' orator of the day, Chaunce, Depev" in ~ 1Mb 
attacked Debs as the P1"imar, v1lla1n of the strike. a The Review' of Reviews -_ . ......... ...........-~ 
carr1ed two articles on Pl1llan in its August issue. The tirst contained 
a lengthy quote 01' George Pullman stating that the tmm of Pull man had 
achieved its obJective of naking better c:::;..1zens of its inhabitants. The 
inhabitants, aS41n according to Pullman, were 1~.i) per cent thriftier than 
an:r other comparable group of lrorkmen.9 High tll"aise fronl an expert in the 
school ot thrift! 1'he second article recommended that other ;".nuta.cturers 
follovf ?<lllnan' s example and build model towns for their em'Ployees .10 
In l\ugust, there also appeared tvo articles attacking PullJ.Tlm. O'e, 
in l'!:! ~~iC!l! Journal ~ ~l:1 tic,:9, '.laS virulentl.'f opposed to Pullman 
per30i.'Ulll,r and ... rent as far as accusing Pullman of forcing tbe town's in-
babitants to shop at the stores in the ,\reade.ll There was never any proof 
of this and 1t does not seem probable, espec1allyas the stores were in 
no way owed by the Pllll man Company. The qoc1al l¥00nomis?! compared Pul.lman 
to the "autoc.:a.tt of all the Bussa.« in "ignoring the fundamental pr:f.n6tples 
ot American inst1tutions. ft Pull.man was charged with nd believing in 
, 
Democracy,"· i1h!ch was ?rObabl.r true, but was not an unusU/ll thought then and 
1s not unheard ot now. 
Bermann von H; 1st, III Professor of History at the University of Chicago, 
defended Pullnan in the December issue of ~ !!:~~!! .<2! ~~ ~. 
Be also attacked Debs as the instigator of the trouble .13 In December I 
Charles H. laton, aprom!nent U;iversallst Minister, attacked the idea 
that 'there vas III acl\. of freedom at Pul..lman. '''me 0019' difference between 
this and other tactory tows is, that with ~ or larger freedom, the 
most healthful. and st1l.ll1.l.la.ting surroundings are af'f'orded. ul4 Dlton r,~nt on 
to argue tl'at world.ngmen ge'1~raJ 11 had a "promiscuous character" 'and 
advocated strict supervision as the only war to control laborers.l5 
~!!1! Bev1~!, 1n February, 1895 .. concluded the w-ess debate on 
Pullman w-1th a balanced article discussing the different aspects of pater .. 
naliam ';r1th regard to the town. This a!,,",;'!~le pointed out the inconsistencies 
oft both uarties. Pullmn had tal~ credit tor a grea.t manyaets that 
benefited the 'WOrkers but bad definitely not operated -paternalistically 
when it came to lowering the rents. The workers were usually glad to 
acce1?t the a.dvantages that ?&ternallsm brought them but objected to all 
the restraints. Self-interest liaS reaU.r the dominating force behind both 
the com~Y' and the laborers .16 
1'b1s is not a complete sl.mlDJIU"3 of the articles on Pullman at"ter the 
strike, but the l)roportion i" &cc~te, tlwee articles defending Pu.ll.man 
detending P"1l11uaD .u follo\!ed the pcstut.ates of Social Darwinism closely. 
~ workers had no "righta"llich Pullman had to respect. Pilluan bad been, 
tbtul they men ted. In st.r::1ld.ng they"" ;;,re being ungrateful to their belle-
factor. A cording to the theory of survival of the fittest, Pullmn had it 
duV to cut wages ,..then the market for railroad, cars brolte <11 He was 1Jound by 
the "iron. la., of wages II Just as his worltera were .. 
1'he a.:rt1cles attaeld.n& PullI!l'll1 -were of a di:i:i'el';1.t sort. There ws 
DO guiding philoaoph,y far t.hese articles. Some 1I1IIrely attacked Pullman, 
others made recommendations as to hOW' the problem of employer-emp;'oy-ee 
relations could be solved. Several \\'el'e 'Ul'itwn by ;/on.era or aVO'lt."ed 
aoe1&l1sts and it was 1IaS7 for them to be dismissed, 1n 1894, as the 'Wcrl'>. 
of crackpots. 1'he.1 showed Just. 3.$ :much "~Judice as those a.rt1c~es tbat 
ahip of 1ndustrl. 
At the time of the strike, press comment as expressed by journalists, 
teachers and m1n1sters reflected the conflicts in lIooiet31 Maierates were 
not hear~ ana extremists held the stage. The llh1ted states bad not matured 
enough to t.U:e a balanced view of the relationships between labor and capital. 
Wbat of historians? 
It a.ppears that h1storiaruJ also tended to follow the previal1ng 1deology 
of the times. One stud.Y has re&Cl1ed the conclusion that ''moat of the earJ..y 
t legitimate I historians tended to shift the blame tor the conduct of the 
strike to the shoulders of the JL;Ie1"ican Railroad Union leaders and Gvernor 
Altgel.d ~ IUina1s. ,,17 It _s not until the depression of the 193:) I s -that 
views began to change .. 
The historian '.me bad done the grea.test amount of worl{ on Pullman, 
A.1.raont Lindse,1" tended to follO"", the lead of the ?:'ogressi ves • In a 1)3:1 
artIlcl.e, L.illdse,1 Il1'Ote that P,!ll.man hall ~lOl'Jed tbat pateruallsm ,,,ould give 
his c~ stability in labor conditions .18 T 0 years later, in Th.e Pllllmn 
---
~1ke, Lindse,1 condemned p)J.l.nan fS attitude, referring to the ''heroic 
strl.kers II and 'fhardheaded bus inessl'lttm • n His ,lork lacks perspective and 
Ifie as _ell a ~ of the labor movement itself ali'! vi. the historical. 
,1<1 profession .. t ~ 
Contemporary material on Pt.:.l.l.lm.n and the -to'W'll of Pull.mr:m does not come 
frail historians. A book. b,.. Mi.'s.. Duane Doty" wU"e of the last tow manager, 
conta1ns a com.plete camlog ot the to(m includ:tng the si&eoof rOOUlS and the 
a.t'eIl covered b.r buildings.. D t¥ worl~ed in the to",fn from its incet>tion 
'i") 
and 1wd determined the rents :for the build~. The P1l] J man C a:rptUl,Y doctor, 
Jolm ~, in his aatv"biograph,y sa~.Pl1u a good description of liie in 
t.'be town and several intel."est1ng anecdotes about George pull nan • McLean 11.'1 
very favorable to Pull.man. J. O:!e il'mabitant of th.e tOtm lmo disliked 
Pullman was the Reverend vlilliant C~1ne.. H1s 0001 .. supports the thesis 
'tllatthe town ws a feudal barons Wi~h George Pullman ran to suit "':l1mcclf. 
1beae are the mJor conter:t;:>Ol'tU'.1 SO'I.1rCeS on the to:ll'l of Pullman. 
In 1917, Jose-ph Buaband pablished his stUti.r of the Pullnaan C mp&n.1. 
.) ) 
It 18 taken almost entirely from news raper art1cleo. Husband i:riised Pullman's 
business acumen and bad a high regard for the idea of the tOwn. ~3 !he 
latest 'tl'Or:: 011 Pllllmnl in 1951" 18 by Carroll :e. lLrdingl then President 
of the Pt:tUlW-'1. C m:,;xJ...'1.;r. It is a. reiteration of HUSbw.ld, M:.:Lean and Detr- '4 
All of t.be studies of ?ul.1.man have suffered :fr.:)Ul the lack of cOllJpal1Y records" 
or their 'UllAva1lab1l1ty. 
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There are three collections of naterial on George M. Pulluan, the 
Pullman Company I and the tow of Pullman. The best of these collections 
is at the Pullman Branch of' the Chicago Public Library. This collection 
is made up of books, newspiLpers, manuscripts, reports, and pictures of 
the town. The Newberry Library in Chicago bas a large collection of 
clippings of newspaper articles about the Pul.l.nan Com-pany. These clippings 
date back to 1867 and four of the scrapbooks conta.in articles on the town. 
The collection of material at the Chicago Historical Society contains a fe" 
letters written to Mr. Pul.l.man and a wide variety of other items, mainly 
newspaper articles on the ~.1l..lman area after the compan.r was forced to sell 
its holdings. Mrs. C. Phlip Miller, Pullman ts granddaughter, has a small 
collection of personal letters wei tten by Mr. Pullman. 
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